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ELLSWORTH,

earnings'Trail-

your

Money deposited with the HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK, Ellsworth, Maine, is perpetually on the

j

increase; piles up earnings on earnings; keeps growing
whether you watch it or uot.
Money goes on interest four times a year.
Next regular semi-annual dividend at the rate of

3

. -

%

1-2

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

Twenty-nix visitors

New ADYKBTlKKMKNTft THIS WEEK.

Initiatory degree.

New Bnglaad Tel end Tel Co—Notice.
Admr notice—Bet Orrin R Burnham.
Statement—Federal Casualty Co.
State capita! to be removed.
CWtPL Mason—Insurance.
Eastern Steamship Co—Winter schedule,
O W Taplcy—Insurance.
B F Robinson—Jeweler.
Habcocb, Mb:

Eastern Monumental Co.
Camdbb, Mb:
F A Packard—Announcement.

-

SCHEDULE Of MAILS
BLLSWOBTB rOIT OlVtOI.
In effect Dec. 9% 1906.
BAILS

We will sell for yon.
We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will call on you immediately.

fTl.

C. W &

First National
Maim

MASON,

Bank Bldg.,

Street.

Ei lsworth, Me.

REAL ESTATE.
P.irtieo having houses to rent or sell will find it to their advantage to call
write me, as I have several parties who want to find rents, and also

on

..r

prospective purchasers.
0. W. TAPLEY, Insurance, Real Estate, Investments.
■'

elim/uS5I™'

ANNOUNCEMENT.

■

Miss M. E. Holmes, having resigned her position as Secretary of the Geo. H.
Grant Co., Ellsworth, Me., the position has been filled bv Miss Annis VV. Sprague,
formerly book-keeper and stenographer with the New England Telephone &
Telegraph Co., Ellsworth. Miss Clara B. Frazier will be retained aB book-keeper.
1 have no hesitancy in saying that the bnsiness will be conducted equally as
successfully in the fntnre as in the past, and the interests of mv former patrons
will be carefully looked after. It has always been my aim to have all losses setllcd promptly and equitably, and everything done in the best manner possible,
Lithfully to serve the interest of the assured.
Any business you may have in my line I shall be most happy to attend to,
and will do all I can to merit your continued confidence and esteem.

Very respectfully,

Ellsworth, Me., Jan. 10,1807.

Georgs: H. Grant, President.

THE CEORCE H. GRANT CO.,

General Insurance.
ELLSWORTH,

BAR HARBOR.

....

KKCMVED.

Fkom West—7.16 a m, 4.2V and 6.06 pm.
rnoM East—11.12 a m, 12.05, fi.55and K.52 p m.
MAIL CLOSfcS AT POSTOtriCB.
Como East— 6.45 a m, 4 and 5.80 p m.
Qoimo West—10.4a and li.to a m, ft 80and 8pm.
No Sunday mall.

H. W. Chrr, of Skowhegan, is in the city
for a few (lays.
Mrs. Fred M. Blaisdell is visiting relatives and friends in Bangor.

were

There will

be

Lygonia lodge
evening.

at

Adopted by Woman’8 Alliance of til#
Unitarian Church.
Idk Board of Aldermen.
At the meeting of the women’s alliance
The out-going board of aldermen met
of the Unitarian chiirch last week, the
for its Anal regular meeting Monday evenfollowing resol at ion s were adoptea:
ing. Mayor Hagerthy in the chair; presIt is with profound sorrow that this allient, Aldermen McCarthy, Tripp, Moore ance records the death on January 25 of one
Little Btininess Before the Out-Go-

The gentlemen of the Unitarian society
will serve sapper at the vestry next Wednesday evening. The “men's sapper" of
this society is always a good one.
Miss Sarah Avery, who has been confined to the house for several weeks from
the effects of a severe cold and hemorrhage
of the lungs, is slowly improving.

and Anetin.
Hells of aooonnts were passed as follows:
1.
Amount.
Name.
John H Silvy,
$46 00
45 00
Edward T Finn.
15
N E Tel & Tel Co,
45
R
88
E Mason,
Suptof schs,
Electric light, B H A U R Power Co,
1M 66
10 00
Library,
Eugene P Warren,
80 60
Elizabeth A Belcher.
Fire dept,
13 50
Samuel E Chapman,
6 35
Qeo A Parcher,
1 50
J E Archible,
24 90
Text-books, American Book Co,
3 05
Silver, Burdett A Co,
1 76
R E Mason,
P
16
00
High school, Eugene
Warren,
Edward Haney.
96 00
School,
Simon Garland,
84 50
23 70
Campbell Pub Co,
4 00
Scboolhouse, Hosea B Phillips,
82 00
Contingent, Dr A C Hagerthy,
Thomas E Hale,
168 58
Arno W King.
67 00
2 75
Orrin W Tripp,
25 00
Geo A Parcher,
7 60
Dorephus L Fields,
2 00
Geo M Campbell,
60 26
C W A F L Mason,
L D Patten,
6 00
EK Hopkins,
30 00
Fred H McFarland,
24 00
Edmund B Joy,
2 50
28 82
John Silvy,
24 00
John E Doyle,
Edwin M Moore,
6 97
5 62
Horatio N Joy,
119 00
Campbell Pub Co,
13 Of*
Morrison, Joy A Co,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
58 74
10 58
C L Morang,
20 00
Dr J T McDonald,
Frank R Moore,
25 00

At the dam site things are assuming a
iness-like air. Good progress is being
made on the coffer dam. Large derricks
and hoisting machinery were received
daring the week.
bu

Thomas J. Holmes is confined to his
house with painful injuries resulting from
a fall on the sidewalk on State street last
Saturday. Three ribs were loosened from
the spinal column.

In the annual Bradbury prize debate at
regular meeting of
Esoteric lodge room this Bowdoin college last week, Fulton J.
a

Redman

The woman’s auxiliary of the Congregational church met yesterday with Mrs. J.
H. Brimmer.

of the three debaters

was one

selected to meet

Syracuse college

at

Syra-

cuse, N. Y., March 31.

The electric light and water company is
thawing out water pipes on the west side
by the use of a warming current of electricity, an improvement on the old way of
Everett J. Davis on Saturday opened hia digging and warming by Are.
new tobacco and confectionery store in
Mrs. Albert H. Walker left Monday
the Greeiy building.
night for Bay City, Mich., where she will
me board

registration last week received the names of thirty-three new
voters in Ella worth.

The
meet at
March

or

Unitarian woman's alliance will
the parsonage next Wednesday,

13,

at 3 p.

no.

make

bcr

home

with

mother.

Mr. Walker is

Missouri,

now

in

BOLL or ACCOUNTS MO.

$1,290
COMMISSIONER’S

STREET

$278 98
104 09
19 78

Sidewalks.
Rock crushing.

Cuban waters.

*4.2 85
teachers’ salary roll.
Common schools.
High school.

$611 70
229 72
$

To make
new

STOP

SILVER PLATE

SQUINTING.

for

room

Better than Itojrers'.

stock,

Jewelry, \V ate hen.
Silver, Cut-Glass,
China and Bric-a-brac,

Have your eyes examined Free.

GUARANTEED
SATISFACTORY.

EYES MADE

OLD

all must go.

YOUNG.

Each Piece Stamped.

E. F. ROBINSON.

E. F. ROBINSON

E F. ROBINSON.

H.vmi

secured lfc. «rvlc« of

]V\f. J. HASKELL EDSON

THE JOY STUDIO,
who comes

<o Main

highly recommended, we are prepared to execute high-grade
Photos of Children a specialty.

work.

ELLSWORTH, ME.

St.,

84142

petition was received from the New
England Telephone & Telegraph Co., ask1
The stable which was saved from the ing for permission to erect poles and wires
fire which destroyed R. M. Campbell’s on Central, Third, Sterling, Elm, School

recently, has been moved to a lot in and Union streets and Birch avenue for
The regular monthly meeting of the the Black field, and will be converted into \ entire length, and on Oak street from
Ellsworth board of trade will be held at a dwelling house for occupancy by Hugh Main to Church streets.
^
C. Campbell.
In regard to reissue of city notes, acManning hall next Monday evening.
cording to vote at last meeting, the finance
Mrs. Henrietta Snow observed yester^ A'J the additional street lights provided committee
reported that $3,(KK) in notes
^ the contract made last October have
day, at the home of her daughter, Mrs. A.
bad been reissued, with interest a.* before,
M. Franks, her eightieth birthday.
b*en installed
The electric light com3Vi per cent., interest being paia to date of
The East Maine Methodist conference pany has been greatly delayed in estabreissue. Of the notes which it was voted
will meet at Bar Harbor April 24. Bishop lishing these lights because of inability to
to reissue
three notes amounting to
get the necessary wire promptly.
Warren, of Denver, Col., will preside.
$1,450 were not turned in.
I
Good Will-Sunrise corporation will hold
A supplement to the electric lighting
Dorothy, one of the twin children of
a meeting at Grand Army hall next Tues- j Mr. and Mrs. Allan P.
Royal, died last contract signed last October, specifying
day evening at 7 o’clock. Important busi- night of whooping cough, aged eleven that no charge should be made for the
ness.
weeks. The .ittle boy, and also the other series lamp recently erected at Main and
Among nominat ions announced by Gov. j children of the family, are ill. Much Franklin streets, until March 8, 1908, and
if the city desired to continue the light
Cobb last week was that of Byron H. j sympathy is expressed for the parents.
Mayo, of Ellsworth, as justice of the | Mrs. Evelyn Dorr Smith, formerly of after that date, the light would be furnished at the regular rate for series lamps
peace.
Ellsworth, was married on Feb. 13, at
Mrs. Arthur Shute entertained a party Seattle, Wash., to Arthur A. Braymer, of specified in the contract.
The board took a recess until Thursday
of friends at whist last Wednesday even- that city. Mrs. Braymer is the daughter
ing in honor of her guest, Mrs. Grace of Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Dorr, of this evening.
Baldwin.
city. Her many Ellsworth friends extend
TODDY POND DAM.
The Freedman’s aid concert was again congratulations.
A
from
last
evening,
postponed
Sunday
Water
Power
at
of
The entertainment given by tbeOgalalla Development
A new date has not
owing to storm.
club of Bangor last Thursday evening was
East Orland.
been announced.
up to the high standard set by this aggreThe Shaw Bros, are poshing work upon
M\ss Ruby Gurney who has been attend- gation of fun-makers on their previous their recently purchased water power at
ing the winter term of the normal school appearance in Ellsworth. There was a
East Orland.
They are replacing the old
fair-sized audience. Messrs. Moon,
which closed
at
house

3trticni*rmmt»

Mrs. John P. Mason, of Oak street, has
been seriously ill with the grip, but now
seems to be improving.
Mrs. Mason is in
the ninetieth year of her age.

THE—

M Estate For Sale, CLARION.
Whether it’s

consisting oi

HOUSES, LOTS,
WOODLANDS, &c„

J. P.

at prices that offer
exceptionally (food
investments. Several houses advertised last week have been sold, but I

-^_

_-.—.

range or a fur-

a

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street

Ellsworth

Sunrise council, Daughters of Liberty,
entertained Daughters from Bluehill, Mt.
Desert Ferry and East Sullivan councils at
its regular meeting last Thursday evening.

INVESTMENTS.
own

Porcelain Inlays.
The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

I
I

X)H

Maine & New Brunswick
Electrical Power Co.
Ltd.

5 per cent.

iIl.LAKRABEE, H.
DENTIST.

GREELY,

Don S, Bank Black,
....

Edmond

j.

Wain

Street,

Ellsworth.

walsh,

ALICE M. HOOPER,
Dressmaker and Ladies’ Tailor.

in

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
First

F.

Mini.

F- SIMON TON, M. D.

PHYSICIAN

and surgeon.

°rn«e and Residence (J. M.Hala
house),
Kn.se MAIN STREET,
ELLSWORTH, ME
nunon.

$500,

$1,000.

City

of New York, 3 1-2’s.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
3 1-2*8.

8 School Street,

Jrational Bant Building.

Ellsworth,

$100,

Uinci

ATTORNEY

QDIm*.

GOLD BONDS
Denominations

DENTIST.
Ellsworth,

and offer for sale

$25,000.00

9taf»siansl ante.

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

Price and full Particulars

Telephone connection.

Easton loomontal Co.,
HANCOCK,

MAINE.

GRANITE and MARBLE MONUMENTS
and CEMETERY WORK.
Estimates Given.

Contracts Taken.

Application.
FIRST

on

*

NATIONAL BANK

ting and Morrill made decided hits in
their specialties.
Many remained for the
dance

which followed the entertainment.

District Deputy W. H. Dresser has
issued notices to the various masonic
lodges in this district, announcing that
there will be no convention this year.
The matter of holding a convention has
been under consideration, and March 8
as the date.
was tentatively announced

Ellsworth board of trade will send a
delegation of four to the semi-annual
meeting of the State board of trade at
Lisbon Falls next Tuesday. The delegation selected consists of President John
O. Whitney, A. W. King, George H. Grant
The State board
and O. W. Tapley.
meeting will open with a business session
at 1.30. This will be followed by addresses
and discussion. In the evening there will
be a reception and banquet.

OF

dam

with

and

a

and

one

large

think of her still,

as

she

ever

loved to

ministering spirit, and our faith is
quickened, for it is not easy to believe that
be,

a

such powet s as we havo known in her are conserved by passing into other forms of life.
“Hearts are dust, heart's loves remain,
Heart's iovu v.in unci cliee again"
In the death of Mrs. Sarah A. Reynolds, this
alliance records with sorrow the loss of »
beloved and valued member. Living into *
beautiful and benignant age, she leaves
behind her fragrant memories of a serene and
gracious presence, of an example of patience,
fortitude und cheer in aii iction.of an unselfish
life, and loving dev.itiuu to her church. Such
a life is an inspiration; its influence will live
on and swell the uudying music of the world.
We are thankful to have known and loved her
as we

say. Farewell iu tioUi

LAhriVVOOI).

George A. Moore i* out of the woods.
James Clark, of B.mgor, was here a few
days recently buying cattle.
Charles O. Garland, who has been working at Livermore Falls, is at home.
Harry E. Rollins, of the Ellsworth high
school, spent a few' days with his mother
here recently.
COM 1 Mi EVENTS.
E I, T <8 WO RTF.

Monday, March

of

11

—

Regular meeting

Ellsworth board of trade.

Wednesday, March 13, at Unitarian vestry Supper servod by gentlemen of the
society.
Saturday, March lb, at Odd Fellows hall
—Sale aud supper under auspices of St,
Joseph’s society.
Monday, April 1, at Hancock hall
Rural drama, “Bar Haven,” by local cast,
under management of City hose company,

—

followed t y ball.

Wednesday, April 3, at Ellsworth—Convention of encampment Odd Fellows of
districts 10 and 21.
COUNTY.

April

24

to

29-East Maine Methodist

conference at Bar Harbor.
After all, the kind of world one carries
about one’s self is the important thing;
and the world outside takes all its grace,
color and value from that.— J. R. Lowell.

sitnmhsnnma.

Vinol builds you up
and keeps you up

split granite and cement,
is quarrying, hauling

crew

laying.

Ground is being prepared for the power
house

near

the shore of lake Alamoosook.

The distance is half
148

feet.

The

the dam to

penstock

six

a

the fall
carried from

mile and

water will be

the power house in an iron
feet in diameter at the dam

and eighteen inches at the power house.

wish to
flood
and

raise the dam there.

out

or

expensive
Craig

Brook

many

Mrs. Clarendon
health.

Carter

is

in

failing

Mrs. L. M. Seeds, who has been
sick list all winter, is able to be out.

the

Yin Smith left Wednesday for Portland
to visit his children at Clapboard Island.

Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.

summer

would also flood
the

This would

beautiful
It
cottages.
part of the grounds of

damage
a

hatchery.

Hc<l Cross to Aid Russia.
The reports of the twenty or thirty
million Russian peasants suffering from
starvation having been confirmed, and
the American ambassador to Russia havJudge John B. Redman was one of the ing cabled to the state department that
speakers at the twrenty-second annual re- the Russian Red Cross is carrying on reunion of the Washington, D. C., chapter lief measures and will gladly receive and
of the Psi Upsilon association last Wed- administer outside contributions, the exnesday evening. Among the other speak- ecutive committee of the American Red
Cross
ers were Senator Newlands, of Nevada,
respectfully requests that its
Secretary-of-War Taft, G. S. Coleman, of branches make known through the medium
New York, Prof. A. E. Stearns, of Phillips of press announcements or otherwise,
academy, and Congressman Allen, of Port- their willingness to receive contributions
land. Eleven colleges were represented, for the relief of the starving millions.
The contributions received
five from Bowdoin chapter being present.
by the
Judge Redman was elected first vice-presi- American Red Cross will be forwarded to
and administered by the Russian Red
dent of the association.
Cross. Contributions to be sent Col. F.
E. Boothby, 138 St. John street, Portland,
WEST ELLSWORTH.
Mbs. John Howard Hill,
Me.
Mrs. Emery Bonsey is on the sick list.
Secretary Maine Red Cross.
By direction of the executive commitStephen Floyd is able to be at work
tee.
again.

on

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

use, we

is now being hauled from
Owing, however, to the recent burning of The penstock
in sections.
Lygonia lodge hall, with all the parapher- Bucksport
The Shaw Bros, also own the water
ualia and regalia, it was decided to give
at the outlet of lake Alamoosook,
power
idea
of
a
convention.
the
up
but in order to utilize the power th<y

aufatrtianntnta.

We

still have equally good trades in others
to offer, from $600 to
»3,6o0. Easy
terms.
limited—A near-by wood lot.
S. L. LORD, Agent,
Ellsworth,
Maine.

a

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is

returned home Thursday.

Now that she has been lifted up into the

higher life, all her powers set free for perfect

Cay-

Wednesday,

Castine,

kindly sympathies and warm attachments,
her exquisite considerateness and Joy in
giving pleasure, her modest estimate of herself and cordial recognition of worth in
others, and, above all, the true devoutness,
the reverent sensibility to sacred things, the
clear sight of thiugs ideal and unseen as
divine and eternal which compelled her to
give herself in untiring devotion to her
church and its interests, now that her voice
is stilled and her hand lifeless, remain with
Those
us a sacred and
secure possession.
who have had the privilege of her friendship
must be ever gvateful for what it has been
and is to them, und in this alliance will abide
as a memory and inspiration of her winsome
presence and genuine nobility of soul.

A

j

RARE BARGAINS

of its most valued members, Mrs. Helen Wiggin Morrison.
The rare charm of her gracious presence,
her refined and cultivated mind, her sensitive love of beauty in nature and in art, her

88

ROLL.

Highways.

her husband’s
the battleship

on

Mrs. Dwight Baldwin, of Allston, Mass., j
A social will be given this evening at the
has been the guest of Mrs. Arthur Shute ; Congregational chapel by the January and
during the past week.
February committees. That long-promA rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival ! ised old-fashioned singing school is surely
chorus will be held at Manning hall to- j to be given, but the date has not yet been
fixed.
morrow evening at 7.30.
P. Dorr is spending several
weeks in North Carolina. He expects to
return home about April 1.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS

CITY MKKT1NG

present. Sapper

served st 6.30 followed by work in the

The dancing school which was conductThere will be a social dance at Rural ed by C. E. Monaghan at Lygonia hall,
and which has been suspended since the
hall. East Surry, Thursday evening.
Mrs. I. T. Smith, who has been ill with fire, will be resumed at Odd Fellows hall
next Tuesday evening.
bronchial pneumonia, is convalescing.
The little folks of the Methodist society,
Harry M. Be Hatty has gone to Boston
for a short course in a commercial school. composing the Busy Bees, under the diK. J. Everett, of Westfield, was in this rection of Mrs. Simonton, made a success
of their sale last Wednesday evening.
city last week visiting his cousin, H. W.
About |17 was realized.
Dunn.

Charles

REAL ESTATE and INVESTMENTS.

wss

Miss Margaret Harley and Miss Annis
Fund.
Sprague left this noon for a trip to Wash- Police,
ington, D. C., visiting other cities en
route.
Insane,
They will be away two weeks.

AT

.

No. 10.

MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, MARCH 6, 1907.

Boats again Running. >
Readers who have occasion to consult
the time-table of the Eastern Steamship
Co. will kindly substitute the one to be
found on page 4 which supersedes the one
printed on page 2.

Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for

Old people, delicate children,
weak run-down persons,
and after sickness, colds,
coughs, bronchitis and all
throat and lung troubles.
Try it
Q. A.

on our

guarantee.

PARCHER, Druggist.

Ferns, Primroses,
Cyclamen,
And other flowering plants
at the

Ellsworth

Greenhouse.

Telephone 43.
'H-I-H-l- I-l-l 'l-l-H-l-l-H'

::
;;
■.
*

|

Send Your Photo and $1.00
TO nscnnivs

STUDIO,

22 Main 8t.,
Ellsworth, Me.,
aod yo« will receive 1 doz. post-cards of your photo.
Photo will he returned. A negative or
film can be used.

HI UW

It* Motto:

REV. S. ft DOTEE.
from the patriarchs. II
7.^
Topt
cb. xi. S. 9.
Ab'tliir
The par.u. h Abraham was the son
a

ail communications

AMERICA*.

Ellsworth. Me.

SC3TBEAMS.

It was only a sunny smile
And little it coat in the giving.
But it scattered the night
Like morning light.
And made the day worth living.
Through a dull warp a woof it wove
In shining colors of light aDd love:
And the angels smiled as they watched above.
Yet little it coat in the giving-

Although it

was

springs.
pointed the way to higher things.
Though it seemed of little availing.
—Selecitd by Jennie,

nights

keeping fires hot and dealing out medicine,
Yesterday when the mail came I turned to

lesson

the M. B. C. as usual, and found that Aunt
Madge was left alone again, and thought it
too bad, and although I|am no writer thought
I would add my little mite.
I want to say that the column has been a
great help to me in many ways. Many times
when perhaps I would have retorted at some
thing or some one I have thought of the M.
B. and bit my tongue good and hard.
Well. 1 shall be glad to see the warm days
of spring again, as 1 have to stay in tne
greater part of the winter, and even then the
grip will hunt me out. I will not take uu
any more space this time. With love and
Jennie.
good wishes. I am

I trust by this time you are much better,
remember if the column helps you
you help the whole circle of nieces and
their aunt and yours.
Will Aunt Jana please send her new address to me?
and

J

Dear Aunt Madge:
It is really too bad you were left all alone
again last week. I want to say I got my pin
and am just delighted with it, and know that
every one will be. Won’t it look fine on the
lapel of Uncle Dudley’s coat. Why can’t the
Johns have one? Mrs. J. would look fine
wearing a mutual badge, John, now don’t you

I

|
!
S

!

Oh! Dell, we old school teachers who
had the experience of boarding round and
receiving annual calls from various school
agents could write a few interesting
chapters, couldn’t we? 1 am glad you
Janet says of
are pleased with the pin.
hers: “It is a little beauty; my pre-conceived idea was a sort of bar baby pin, but
this on coat lapel or dark background
will be easily recognized by the initiated.”

With souls In climes afar.

|
•

I

f
I
)

Thou art the noble founder
Of our Endeavor band.
And now like happy children
We clasp our father's hand.
Our ranks are marching onward.
Our standard wide unfurled,
And thou art loved and honored
By all the Christian world.

Dear Aunt Madge:
These two clippings came to my notice this
month on the same day. 1 had read them befoi e
in different places, but this time 1 felt impelled
that their coming together meant something.
Instantly 1 resolved to send them to dear
Aunt Madge, who must sometimes be short of

Thy perfect consecration
To Christ, our Lord and King,
Thy sacrificing spirit,
A bright reward will bring,
Thy life of true devotion,
Its pure, unselfish love.
Will be thy glorious welcome
To yonder home above.

copy.
The first tells us that:
Deacon 8. V. White, the most trusted man
in Wall street, has the following motto

How to Remain Young.
continue young in health and
strength, do as Mrs. N. F. Rowan, McDonough, Ga., did. She says: “Three
bottles of Electric Bitters cored me of
chronic liver and stomach trouble, comwith such an unhealthy condiion of the blood that my skin tnrned red
as flannel.
I am how practically 20 years
younger than before I took Electric Bitters. I can now do all my work with ease
and assist in my husband’s store. Guaranteed at E. G. Moore’s Drug Btore.
Price 60c.
To

It

It was in

Happened.

boarding house parlor.
Young Lady—And I have done
a

so

MCb church work!

Old Lady—Do you belong to the
Christian Endeavor society?
Young Lady (sharply)—No. I never
go to that cl.r»rch. Ifm a Methodist.
a smile)—Sure?
Old Lady (»

The “coming together of those two
clippings” meant that a large number
j would read and remember them and think
of Aunt Sue. “Uncle Madge” has had a
copy of the first
thirty at least.
I

am a

little

clipping

selfish

over

for many years

—

flicated

BAY

about
very
As

them, but the original I shall prize

highly.

“ye brother editors” have been giving us considerable extra space of late, we
will remember the reports of the town
meetings will take some room this week,
and some nice letters will wait over on
Aunt Madge.
that account.

Aids Digestion und
Good to the Whole Body.

If

we

laughed

more

and healthier.

and
us

didate

was

instructed in the

degrees. Owing to
the cold weather, few

fourth
to

This case comes to the court on a motion
for new trial. The plaintiffs as proprietors of
a saw mill sought to recover a balance of
91,428. alleged to be due them for sawing long
and abort lumber for the defendant and for
use and occupation of their mill.
Their account also included an item for defendaut's board. The defendant filed an acThe jury found that the
count in set off.
amount due on plaintiff 's acount was #1.152.50
and the amount due on the defendant’s account in set off was #500.08. leaving a balance
due the plaintiff of #650.4*2.
^
A careful examination of all the evidence
leads to the conclusion that this verdict is

pres-

ent.

about

?2G.

Owing to the cold weather Feb.
was no meeting.

23

there

we

Does

we are a

evening

The question, *kRewith sixty present.
solved, that it is right and proper for the
woman to build the fire in the morning,”
created much merriment, and was decided
There will be work in
in the negative.
first and second degrees at the next meeting.

J_

ALAMOOSOOK,
Alamoosook

EAST

grange

ORLAND.

did

not

hold its

grange has been invited to meet with Penobscot grange March 8. A good time is

anticipated.

should all

True,

ARBUTUS, SURRY.
Arbutus grange met Friday

be

busy

FLORAL, NORTH BUCKSPORT.
Floral grange held its regular session
Feb. 26. After the opening exercises and
songs by the choir, the third and fourth
degrees were conferred upon five candidates and the obligation was given to one

You Will Make No Mistake if You
Follow This Ellsworth Citizen's
Advice.

j

:

known to

cure

the

kidneys.

Doan's Kidney Pills is the remedy to use.
It has cured
So need to experiment.
many stubborn cases in Ellsworth. Follow the advice of an Ellsworth citizen and
be cured yourself.
j C. W. Beal, painter, of Beal Ave., Ellsworth, Maine, says: **I used Doan's Kidbefore they were so uni! ney Pills Ion*
versally known. Like most painters I
have had more or less trouble with my
kidneys on account of the turpentine and
[>ther materials used in painting being inundoubtedly excessive.
jurious to those organs. I never was laid
There was evidence which might have warup from the pain in my back, but very
ranted the jury in stating the plaintiff’s acj Mien felt like giving up. There was a
count irrespective of credit as follows:
constant, dull, heavy aching across the
For board seventeen weeks at #2.50 per
which seemed to weigh me down.
week./. #45 50 kidneys
[ would get tired after working a while,
For sawng 185,533 feet of long lumber
ind wanted to lean against something for
556 60
at #3.00 per thousand.
I was also oppressed with a
For drawing lumber to slip at 50 cents
mpport.
When in this con92 77 ; worn-out
feeling.
per thousand.
For use of mill sawing clapboards It
dition I have u»ed Doan's Kidney Pills
days at #10 per day. 110 00 »nd they have never failed to help me.
Total. #801 87 [ do not have to take more than a third of
The fifth item in plaintiff « account was
box.
We have used Doan' s Ointment
stricken out by order of court.
ind it is a wonderfully good preparation
With respect to the defendant's account in
for the purpose for which its use is adverset off there was evidence sufficient to suptised.”
port the following: findings:
Price 50 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
March 18, I,?.*) feet of lumber.# 12 00
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
March 21. 200 feet of lumber.
2 00
agents for the United State**
June 15, 148 feet of lumber.
2 19
Remember the name-Doan’s ami take
June 29. one belt.
4 00
June 29.100 feet of lumber.
1 00
no other.
June 29, cash. 366 08
days work at #1.75 per day. 78 50
2 00
July 10, 210 feel of lumber.

42

|

ftxaiiroa&ft int

Total
M«2 77
With respect to the item of fifty cords of |
d charged in the account in set off as of I
June 10, the evidence is too indefinite and inconclusive to authorize the jury to find that
the title thereto ever passed from the defendCommencing Dec. 9, 1904).
ant to the plaintiffs, or that the plaintiffs J
BAH HARBOR TO BANGOK.
were accountable therefor under any contract
|
BAR HARBOR. 10 30 3
between the parties.
4 10.
According to these statements, the differ- Sorrento.
Sullivan.
4 50.
ence between the the plaintiffs' account in set
Mt Desert Ferry. 11 3U 5 2010 05
off is #339.10.
Wauke&K 8 Fy. 11 37 5 27 10 12
lit 40 :» 30 10 15
There was a conflict of testimony in relation Hancock.
Franklin Road..
[. lit 49 t5 3910 25
to nearly every item in both accounts, and
Wash'gt'n June. 1105 llg5*tS 47 10 45
while different conclusions might have been ELLSWORTH. 11 12 12 05 5 5510 52
Ellsworth Fails. 11 17 12gl0‘ fi 0210 57
reached by the court with respect to some of
Nioolin..
12g28H6 15 lino
the items on both sides, we think the evidence Green Lake. ,iitao
11 39 I2g31 6 24 11 19
does not justify a verdict for the plaintiffs for Phillips Lake. Ilt47 12g39 t« 3111*27
j< Holden. 'll 55 12*46 6 3*11 35
any larger sum than the balance above stated.
Brewer June. 12 ]S 1 05 5 .>11 55
If, therefore, the plaiutifls within thirty days Bangor. Ex St. 12 22 1 12 7 05 12 02
from the filing of this rescript, shall remit all BANGOR. MC.
12 25 1 15 7 1012 05
MAM
of the verdict above the sura of #339.10 the 1
Portland.
45 4 20
4 50 6 00
motion for new trial is overruled, otherwise Boston...
7 50 9 15 5 30 7 20
motion sustained and new trial granted.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
wo

....

member, after which the W. M. declared
recess for supper.
The lady officers
served a fine supper, which was promptly
put down without a dissenting vote or
world.
protest. W. M. called to order.
Mixed.
*
said
no
have
that
other
feelPhysicians
As some of the members had been at
Edwin Markham, at a dinner in New
1
works
much
to
the
so
entire
good
ing
work all day trying to get rid of some of
York, said of irixed metaphors:
human body as that of merriment. As a
the snow that Maine has been treating us ;
“When I was teaching in Los Angeles I
! digestive it is unexcelled; as a means of
to this winter and were too tired to take i used to read
every week a little country
expanding the lungs there is nothing up the programme, an hour was spent
paper whose editor’s metaphors were an
and
the
for
eventhe
socially
programme
unfailing joy to me.
It keeps the heart and (ace young. It is
ing was omitted. After singing by the
“Once I remember, this editor wrote of
the best of all tonics to the spirits. It is,
lecturer
read
the
the
choir,
programme a contemporary:
: too, the most enjoyable of all sensations.
“
for the next m3eting, and also gave a few
‘Thus the black lie issuing from his
A good laugh makes us better friends
words of welcome to the six new mem- base throat, becomes a
boomerang in his
| with ourselves and everybody around us, bers.
hand, and, hoisting him by bis own peand puts us into closer touch with what
is:
“What is the tard, leaves him a marked man for
Topic for next meeting
is best and brightest in our lot in life. It
strongest tie that binds us to the farm?” life.’
is to be regretted, then, that such a potent
I The secretary will open the question.
“He said in an article on home life:
agency for personal good is not more often
Owing to the condition of the roads
‘The faithful watchdog or his good
used. It costs nothing.
All other medisome members were unable to be present,
wife, standing at the door, welcomes the
cines are more or less expensive.
but twenty-five braved snow and intense master home with an honest bark.’
“Why,” said an old doctor, not long ago, cold.
“In an obituary of a farmer he wrote:
“if people fully realized what it meant to
“The race was run at last. Like a tired
PENOBSCOT.
themselves to laugh, and they laughed as
steed, he crossed the harbor
and,
they should, 90 per cent, of the doctors
Longfellow’s birthday was observed Fri- ; casting aside whip and spur, bar, down
lay
would have to go out of business.”
#
Sketch of Longfel- upon that bourne from which no traveler
day. Programme:
Probably when we get a little less busy low, J H Littlefield; “The Wreck of tbe returns.’
we shall laugh more.
For, after all, the Hesperus,” how it came to be written,
;
difference betw'een gloom and laughter is Carrie Perkins; reading, “The Wreck of
3Wjmiaromv
but a step. And if more of us took a step the Hesperus,” Jennie Bridges; tableau,
aside oftener than we do, and rested more, “The Reaper and the
Flowers;” characwe would laugh more.
ter sketch of Longfellow, Herman K. PerThe laugh that is needed is not the fool- kins; tableau, “Night and Morning;”
But It cannot make a Fair Skin or a
ish giggle indulged in by certain misguid- song, J. C. Gavin; singing, “The Bridge,”
Olooey Coat.
ed feminines. There is no outward mark
Mary Varnum. There was singing by “Ye
nomen wita Rood
which demonstrates the woman of shallow village choir of Olden Tyme", in costume.
complexions cannot
mind so unmistakably as that of giggling. Remarks were made by J. B.
be
of
Wilson,
homely. Creams,
There is no sense in the giggle, no benefit Highland grange, J. C. Gavin and R. A.
lotious, washes and
to be derived from it.
powders cannot make
Rhind, and a poem, “The battle of the
a fair skin.
It makes a fool of the person herself and Wilderness,” by Stanley Hutchins.
Every
horseman knows that
renders eve^ one about her uncomfortOne application was received. Fortythe satin coat of his
able; but just as the the giggle is the out- five were present, with one visitor
thoroughbred comes
come of a small mind, the hearty laugh is
from Highland and two from Rainbow
from the animal’s
the reflection of a healthful nature. What granges.
“all-right" condition.
we want is more good laughers in the
Let the horse get
SEDGWICK.
off his feed " and his
world, not more gigglers.
Sedgwick grange held its regular meetCuring March 1, with a fair attendance. There
rying
In a trolley accident in New England
him a clean coat, bift cannot
produce
the coveted smoothness and
an Irishman was badly hart.
The next
gloee of
Saved Her Son’s Life.
the horse’s skin, which is his com.
day a lawyer called on him and asked if
The happiest mother in the little town
plexion.
ladies
will
see
The
the
he intended to sue the company for dam- of
point.
Ava, Mo., is Mrs. S. Ruppee. She
said Pat, looking writes: “Ope year ago my son was down
ages.
“Damages?
Berioua
trouble
that
our
such
with
lung
feebly over his bandages. “Sure, I have
was unable to help him; when,
thim already. I’d loike to sue the rail- physician
by our druggist’s advice, I began giving
way for repairs, sor, av ye’ll take the him Dr. King’s New Discovery, and 1 soon
noticed improvement. I kept this treatcase.
Is the best preparation for ladies who
ment up for a few weeks when he was
a gentle laxative medicine
that
well. He has worked steadily
perfectly
Wl11 C>ve the body perfect
Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels,
cleanliness
since at carpenter work. Dr. King’s New i
cause chronic constipation.
Doan’s Begulets
and
the
internally
wholesomeness
Discovery saved his life.” Guaranteed
operate easily, tone the stomach, cure con- best cough and cold cure by E. G. Moore, j
produces such skins as-painters
lovo to
and fl.00. Trial bottle I
stipation. 26c. Ask your druggist for them. Druggist. 50c
copy.
free.
—Advt»
a

Don’f Expe rfraen t.

Never neglect your kidneys.
Rescript In Hancock County
j If you have pain in the buck, urinary
Green.
Snowman vs.
disorders, dizziness and nervousness, it’s
The law court has handed down the follime to act and no time to experiment,
lowing rescript in the Hancock county j rhese are ail
symptoms of kidney trouble,
case of 8. P. Snowman vs. Horace F. Green.
ind you should seek a remedy which is

can-

The question for discussion at next
meeting is: “Resolved, that the single
people take more pleasure in life than the
married people.”
The grange held a sociable Feb. 21 which
in tvary way. Proceeds
was a
success

Friday

Case of

illness and
were

and

Arrive at Gott’s bland
by lo

FROM THE LAW COl’RT.

third and

meeting Saturday evening, it being a cold
night, and not very good traveling. The

LAUGH BEST MEDIC INK.
Merriment

happier

SEAGIRT, SOUTH DFER ISLE.
grange met Feb. 16. One

a. m.

ifLOttal.

VIEW, SALISBURY COVE.

Bay View grange held a regular meeting
There was a good attendance.
Feb. 27.
The first and second degrees were worked. !
After the regular business a short literary j
programme was carried out.

reason.

Seagirt

8AO

Accidents will happen, but the
beat-rera.
lated families keep Dr. Thomas’ Rclectric Oil
for such emergencies. It subdoes the
pain
ind heals the hurts.—Adwt.

held its regular
meeting Saturday evening with a fair attendance. The first and second degrees
after
were conferred on one candidate,
which a short programme was carried out.

riniong tt)c (Grangers.

good

it

EAST BLUEHILL.

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the strange# of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All cunmunicaticns will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

the sweet lines

you sent me so prettily written on birch
bark. Sometime I’ll grow generous and
give them to the column with the incident

a very practical people, and more of
probably find more in this life to bring
the frown than the smile; but, nevertheaway; rug-making
I Winter is fast wearing are
less, it is a pity that we do not laugh
almost
here
as
and
time
house-cleaning
I
more, that we do not bring ourselves to
Years
we
town
as
ago
well
meetings.
spring
;
the laugh if need be. For we aUagree that
school marms used to anxiously ask when
the fathers came home who is superintend- 1 a go jd laugh is the best medimne in the

ent of schools, then await for the district
meetings to choose the agents. Are the schools
better now than in those days, especially in
! rural districts? 1 really like the plan of uniting two or more towns under one superintendBIBLE READINGS.
the teachers from
Gen. xl, 31, 32; xii. 1-5; xv, 1-C; Josh ent, then he could change
one town to another and give a better variety
Luke
John
Rom
vli,
l 1-7;
1-9;
xv, 14;
of teachers. Aunt Maria writes me such
1-5: Heb. xl, 1-C; Jas. II, 14-26; II glowing letters about the dam at Mason’s
1-4.
Pet 1,
know one of the first
mills. Does she
sights to greet my eyes when I came into this
world and looked around was Toddy pond?
Fanny Crosby to Dr. Clark.
One interesting feature of the recent How I have waded ip its waters and gathered
meeting of the Bridgeport (Conn.) local ; its lilies and caught its perch! Dear old
union at Stratford was the presentation Toddy pond, may it yet be indeed a power.
Well, sisters, I have knitted fourteen nets
to Dr. Francis E. Clark, who made the
! besides doing lots of sewing, and now my pen
address of the evening, of a beautiful is
busy in behalf of the old soldiers who have
album containing the photographs of been so generously rewarded by the United
the churches to which the societies of States after all these years for services done
the union belong. The album is a rich in their youthful days.
and tasteful souvenir.
On the front
Now, Aunt Madge, put this at the very
bottom. Hope you won’t have to use it for
page is an original poem by Fanny J
Crosby, the beloved blind hymn writer, many weeks, as there ought be so many better
ones. How is it about that two days’ picnic at
known to all the world, who lives h
Contention Cove next year? You see I am so
Bridgeport and Is an honorary mem- near I can
go each day, so would like to have
ber of the Bridgeport union.
Below it last a week.
Dell.
we append the poem, which wag sign

Thy memory was our watchword,
Th> name our guiding star.

being.

man

Let me do it now.
Let me not defer it
Nor neglect it.
j
For I shall not pass this way again.”
••That’s my philoaopy of life.” says Mr.
White, ‘‘as my mother taught it to me.”
Dear M. B. Friends:
The other is a fragment: I wish if anyone
T doubt if you ever heard a sermon that
has the rest of the poem it could be sent to the
contained more truth than the above
M. B. column to complete what must be. ir. its
poem which I assure Jennie is greatly apentirety, an inspiring selection:
lines
harof
the
measure
The
preciated.
“And let no chance by me be lost
To kindness show at any cost.
monize with the sentiment! they express,
I shall not pass this way again.
and they make real to us|tbe thought that
Then let me now relieve some pain.
of
can
be
Remove some barrier from the road.
little”
productive
things
“only
Or lighten some one's heavy load;
much good.
A helping hand to this one lend.
Then turn some others to befriend.
A larger kindness give to me,
Ellsworth, Feb. 17, 1907.
A deeper love and sympathy.
Dear Aunt Madge and Sisters:
Then oh! one day
I am at present in bee* withfthe grip; have ;
May some one say—
Remembering a lessened pain.
been very ill, but am gaining slowly now.
‘Would she could pass this way again!’
For four
my John has sat up all night

Kinley Monday, Wednesday

East Bluehill grange

■

And

grange paper.

a. m.

Mrs. Pinkham's Invitation to Women

j

to

dsilyex-

BABY^ST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange. West kills worth,
has not met since February 16 on account
of stormy weather and bad traveling.

Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkham. at Lynn, Mass. Out of her vast volume of experience she probably has tne very knowledge that will help your
case.
Her advice is free and always helpful.

attached t-o the curtain overhanging his
office door (printed in large letters):
I shall pass through this world but once
Any good thing, therefore, that I can do.
Or any kindness that I can show to any hu-

l

30.

■vpt Sunday on receipt of mail fro®
Southwest Harbor. Arrive at Gott'e 1»land in one and one-half hours. Oct. 1
to
March 31. Leave Colt’s Island Mondav
Wednesday and Friday at 8.30 a. m. Arrive at McKinley by 7AO a. m. Leave Me-

enjoyed

condition. It cures
the feminine organism in a strong and
In
Inflammation, Ulceration, displacements, and organic troubles.
preparing for child-birth and to carry women safely through the Change
of Life it is most efficient.
Mrs. Augustus Lyon, of East Earl. Pa,, writes— Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—“For a long time I suffered from female troubles and had all kinds
of aches and pains in the lower part of back and sides, I could not
sleep and had no appetite. Since taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound and following the advice which you gave me I feel like a
new woman and I cannot praise
your medicine too highly.”

lightly spoken.

It was only a helping hand.
And it seemed of little.availing.
But its clasp was warm.
And it saved from harm
A brother whose strength was failing.
Its touch was tender as angel s wings.
And it rolled the stone from the hidden

Laraoine grange held its regular meeting
Feb. 26, with fair attendance for a bad
night. A short literary programme was
by all, as well as the local hits in

our

McKinley, April

Leave Uott's bland daily
except
Sunday at 6 20 a. m. Arrive at
McKinley
it 7AO a. m. Leave McKinley

LAMOIICB.

Compound
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
keeps
healthy

It was only a kindly^word.
And a word that was lightly spoken.
Yet not in vain.
For it stilled the pain
Of a heart that was nearly broken.
It strengthened a fate beset by fears.
And groping blindly through mist of tears
For light to brighten the coming years.

Hancock county:
Oott’s Island to

Sept.

(

to

THV

i

“Man may work from sun to sun
but woman s work is never done,'*
In order to keep the home neat
and pretty, the children well dressed
and tidy, women overdo and often
suffer in silence, drifting along from
bad to worse, knowing well that
they ought to have help to overcome
the pains and aches which daily
make life a burden.
It is to these women that Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
made from native roots and herbs,
comes as a blessing. When the spirMRS, AUG. LYON
its are depressed, the head and back
aches, there are dragging-down pains, nervousness, sleeplessness, and
reluctance to go anywhere, these are only symptoms which unless
heeded, are soon followed by the worst forms of Female Complaints.

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

us r.

•d by her own hand:
A TRIBUTE TO DR. CLARK.
Another gospel message
Of hope to those that mourn
Across the mighty ocean
Thy faithful heart has borne.
And. -while that heart was pleading

j

and Itf «uocee»*lepend^ largely
on the support given it In thia respect- Common Sent ion* muet be signed, but the name of

Hves

Jr,

TIRED AND SICK
YET MUST WORK

Hopeful

comm unication a,

ward in callin'; npon him to sacrifi'Isaac, bis only son and tie* child 1
promise. And Abraham stood this a
lie did no'
well as all other tests.
know where he was to go, yet be we:;;
believi" g Implicitly in the God who
called him. “By faith he sojourned It.
the lr id of promise, as in a at?-’ jt«
Where G id told him to g
count •y.”
he went: where God told him to re
Vain he remained.
Ab-abam’s faith rbotiid be an example to us. God calls ns to duties and
to trials, yet bow often our faith 1We want to know where v.t
weak:
•re being led and why we should stay
Ilf
Abraham never questioned God.
•ever asked God to explain His deal
lngs with him. hot his faith was who!,
T.et chearted and unquestioning.
•spire to this kind of faith. It is th
faith that brings real joy and peace t
the heart and success in our reiigiou.2. The life of Abraham teaches
on obedience.
Faith ami obedi
•nee sh-mld go hand in hand.
Tbe>
Some are noi
•re not antagonistic.
aaved by faith, and others by obed;
Tlio true child of C l passeswence.
Faith inspires ole •nee, arc
both.
V
obedience is the proof of faith.
faith Abraham * * * obeyed." Ob
“il
ence is always the test of faith
their fruits ye shail know them.’
“Faith without works is dead, i c
•lone." Works without faith are jus
as dead as faith w'thout works. Morai
Ity not based on saving faith can nw
If we believe
save a human soul.
God. we must show it by our obed:
And God is well pleased with
ence.
obed'ence. “Obedience Is better than
sacrifice.”
3. The life of Abraham tearhes us ;
lesson on Gol’s faithfulness to IT'
promises. God made covenants wit'.
Abraham. Great promises were give:,
to him. and all have been kept. Th
land of promise became the possession
Of his descendants.
According to tic
promise of God. his seed is like th
■tars for multitude, and through him
all the nations of the world have been
blessed, for through bis race came the
Redeemer of the world. “God is faith
fnl. who has promised.” “All His promises are yea and amen in Christ Jeans.” And He is jnst as faithful to us
as He was to Abraham,
bet us more
and more strive to be as faitbful to
Him as Abraham was.

uHelpful

and

The purpo**>* of ihi* eolnmB are succinctly
state*! to tb3 title ant# motto— H is for the mutual
benefit, am! al.es t»» »»e iselpful and hopeful.
Being f -r the eom oon good. U la f«*r the com
mon u*»e—a public fervent, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a raalinm for the Interchange of Meat. In ihla capacity it solicits

seendant of Shem. He
was born in Ur of the Chaldees, be
yond the Euphrates. From Ur be waa
called of God “to go out into a place
Which he should afterward receive a*
an inheritance.*' The place referred to
was the laud of Canaan, and God called him to leave his own home and go
to a new land that he might make
him the founder of a people peculiarly
His own and through whom the Kav
lli«
lour of the world was to ccnie.
life is most interesting and instructive. and every Christian Endeavorer
Should make himself familiar with iIt will thus bes:
la ad ite detaiU.
have a biased influence upon our lives
1. The life of Abraham teaches us s
Icsso-i 0:1 faith. This is the most cot
characteristic of his life
gpicuo:
lived in an age of the gro^s
Abrah
est idolatry, and yet his faith in the
one 1:
ag and true God fans neve'
been s irpassed. His faith in God wa^put to the severest tests, ant! yet i
never wavered.
“By faith Abraham,
when he was called to go out to v
place which lie should after receive f
an inheritance obeyed, and he wen:
Il
out n >f knowing whither he went.”
this c-.l! God no doubt desired to t
ef Terah.

lADOi”.

EDITED BT "ADHT

Topic For the Week
Ueglaalag March lO.

Mcrtfag

Change* In Postal Service.
Anting change* in portal service recently announced are the following iB

from Seagirt
were present two visitor*
which ingrange. A abort programme,
cluded quotations from Longfellow, w'*»
well rendered. There were remarks by
Brother Stinson.
There will be degree work next week.

tiJutnal btntdt tfoiumn.

CH**l*riAH ENDEAVOR.

GROOMING COUNTS

_

brti8hingCO<d

Lane’s Family
Medicine

|l2
A

Boston.

io
A

Portland.
BANGOR.

A
6

6
6

Holden.t6
Phillips Lake. *6

Green Lake. 6
Nicolin. t«
Ellsworth Falls.; 7
ELLSWORTH.; 7
Wash’gt’n June. 7
Franklin Road. f7
Hancock. t7
Waukeag, 8 Fy. 7
Mt Desert Ferry.
7

Sullivan..I

M

M

b oo

y

OC

|

11 00 12 35
PM PM
A M
M
00 10 30 3 20 4 55
05? 10 35 3 24 5 00
12;i0 42 3 31 5 07
32 11 04 t3 50.*5 25
Util |3 56 ’5 32
47 11 20 4 03 t5 40
56 11 30 f4 11 5 50
00 11 44 4 21 6 02
16 11 50 4 29 6 0S
30 11 58 4 35 *6 U
38 12 06 _ 6 22
46 12 15 .... 6 30
49 12 18 _ t? 33
56 12 25 .... 6 40

05.

Bangor, Ex 8t.

Brewer June.•

00.

|

g at
Sorrento. 8 55
BAR HARBOR. 9 SO 1 20
I 7 35
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 4.29 p
m. and arriving Ellsworth 11.12 a ra, 10.52 p m,
connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stop on signal to conductor,
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to procure tickets before entering the trains, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Fall* *•

Ellsworth.

F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. A T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.

EASTERN

Rockland, Penobscot. River
and Boston.
Service discontinued until
notice.

further

Rockland, Bluehill and
Bar Harbor.

':,'f‘re

For information regarding sailings,
apply to local Agents, or
F. S. Sherman, Supt.,
Rockland, Maine.

evil eye charms.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

ft, True Italia* TalUati la la tk<
Shape of a Tlar Hand.
In Italy tlie aristocracy still protect!
from the evil eye. and the multi

*•**"

Itself
tuile is Still devoted to tfie little evil
to secure Immunity from
*ve charms

malicious spell
Tills little charm can be bought In
Italy of various materials, coral, tortoise shell, silver and gold being the
in
highest favor. The coral
ones
charms nre those worn by the poorer
classes, siuee of a cheap grnde of the
material they can be bought for a few
Naturally the aristocracy prefer
sous.
them of gold. IQ Italian money these
tiny things then cost the equivalent of
Sometimes they are seen
shout $8.
exquisitely modeled, the fingers and
mils being as carefully chiseled as
marble statues.
Another small hand that the Italian
as a charm Is
known as the
Manus Fanthen. a facsimile of which
is to be found In the museum In Home.
It Is referred to In various Egyptian
papyri, and indeed was worn by the
ancients to prevent disease and witchcraft and the evil eye from taking hold
of them npd to Induce love and nmlawears

This hand ha.! thi> thumb, the Index
Blnl the middle tinners held out in n
straight line, while the other two nre
turned under toward the palm of the
hand. Instead of being smooth on Its
outer surface, ns Is the evil eye hand.
It Is covered with many mystical symbols—a tooth, a serpent, and so on.
Each of these little signs has its peculiar charm and Is ns well understood
and heeded among the Italians today
as formerly among the Egyptian
magicians.
The third small hand which the Ital
Ians wear for their supposed good Is
the so called Manus Pontiflcous, or the
hand of the Holy Father. It shows the
four fingers held out closely together,
and the thumb atone Is curved under
the palm of the hand. As the Manus
ranthea, it Is covered on the outside
with mystical symbols.
Washington
Star.

Keats liked red pepper on his toast.
Dickens was fond of wearing Jew-

elry.

1

of 20 to 25 cents since the
“bargain”
ol three weeks
There

vance

prices

wore

his

eyeglasses when

Thackeray used to lift his hat whenhe passed the house lu which he

ever

“Vanity rair."
Robert Drowning could not sit still.
With the constant shuffling of his feet
•holes were worn in the carpet.
wrote

_

Batter.

Creamer; per a.,
Dairy.

ASS40

Saturday afternoon fire broke

out

STATE CAPITAL

There is nothing

in

and

Cary.

No. 8 in the south end of Maine hall,
the oldest dormitory of the tbree on the
Bowdoin college campus, and gained
headway so rapidly that for a time it was
thought that the entire “end” would be
destroyed. The total loss will be in the
vicinity of *1,800, about *600 being the loss
to the students who
occupied the rooms
through which the Are crept. The building was covered by insurance, but none of
the occupants in the damaged rooms had
any insurance on personal effects.
room

Old Town had a *10,009 fire in its business
section early Thursday morning.
The Perry block, in which the Are originated, contained a lunch room, offices and
a music hall.
The Sampson building contained the grocery and hardware store of
O. T. Brown, the New England telephone

nothing

so

so kingly as kindness
royal as truth.—Alice

TO PORTLAND.

An old negro declared he did love to
stub his toe because it felt so good when
it quit hurting.
The News—No Pure Drug Cough Cure Laws
would be ne ded, if all Cough Cu«*es were like
Dr. ghoop’8 Cough Cure is—and has been for
20 years. The National Law now
requires
that if any poisons enter into a
cough mixture, it must be printed on the label or package.
For this reason mothers, and others, should
insist on having Dr. Shoop’s Cough Cure. No
marks on Dr. 8hoop’s labels—and none
in the medicine, else it must by law be on the
ADd lVs not only 8afe»' out *t is said to
be by those that know ft best, a
truly remarkable cough remedy. Take no chance,
particularly with your children. Insist on having
Dr.
Shoop’s Cough Cure. Compare carefully
the Dr. Shoop
with
others
and
see.
package
No poigon marks there!
You can always be
on the safe side by
demanding Dr. Shoop’s
Cough Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
other. Sold hy O. A. Parcher.

Shall It Be Removed?

poison
La

The

u

|

I

..."it

1

.......

That the cost of

fresh

will be at least

Chlokens.181«74

future

laid, per doz..
Poultry.
'»»>

.ISdls

Huy.
Beet loose,per ton.
Baled...
Straw.
...........

2

12g:4
......It

..

Potatoes. pk

‘.0 Onions, lb
05 Beets, lb
02 Cabbage,lb
ft* Cel try, nunch
02
Beans—per qi
15
Yellow-eye

Parsnips, lb
Turnip*, lb
Squash, tt»

Carrot*,
Lettuce,

lu

4

10 * U
JO

.16*.25

M0,n

35
35

OoVong,

Sugn-—per ft—
Gr&nuliteJ,

Coflee—A A
Yellow, C

.45 *.65
.80* «5

05>* g06
li,
05H

08 4 K
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal—
Havana.
Porto Rico,

28*80
pk 20330
Apples, table, pa .>0 ^4

Roasts.
Cornea,

Tongues,
Tripe,

Veal:

Steak,
Roasts.

.10#

10

18

.05*00
■10#.15

Ham, per
Shoulder,
Bacon,

the best

cigar you ever bought
anywhere for 5c. in your life—
a cigar that will
give you as
much enjoyment as you ever

16 *.45

Black

11

*25
12

12*1*
12® 18

Sausage,

06
os

12*18
0

and

CIGAR

Spring lamb, 10*25
Tongues, each
Smelts, !h
•‘iirlmps, qt

Kin nan had die, tb

Scallops,

Wood—per coni
Coal—per ton—
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 #6 50
3 00*5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
■**.
100 #1 25
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith’s
Buttings, hard

White

50
75
7 50
75
6 5

5c.

Century of Cures by

LINIMENT
Think of it—the doctors’ bills saved—the time saved—the lives
saved. For nearly a century used by man, woman and child—
night and day—for inside and outside pains. Always certain,
always reliable. Goes right at the spot and kills the pain.

Perhaps

the most notable native bird
the Sandwich Islands was the mnmo. which has been extinct comparatively only a few years. It had two
little tufts of yellow feathers on Its
wings, which were used exclusively In
Ihe manufacture of cloaks worn
by the
kings of those Islands. The estimated
value of one of the cloaks Is £200,000,
*nd it took an almost Indefinite number of birds to furnish the feathers.—

Cuts, Burns, Scalds, Bruises, Sprains, Strains,
Lame Muscles, Muscular Rheumatism, Backache, Inflammation,
Sunburn, Frostbites, Chaps and Chilblains. Annihilates pain.
Keep it handy. Everywhere 25c—three times as much for 50c.

Quickly

“The thunder is maw readin* n lecture to paw, an’ the Iightnin* is
paw—
nmnin’ to git away from it.
But I
doubt If Iightnin’ kin beat him wheu
ho jumps the
an’
fence
bits
the
garden

grit!”—Atlanta

Constitution.

Truth
tioned.

be

afraid of being ques-

iiitie cold in the head may be the
of an obstinate case of Nasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader with Ely’s
Cream Balm applied straight to the inflamed
stuffed-up air passages. Price 50c. If you
prefer to use an atomizer ask for
Liquid
ream Balm. It has all the
good qualities of
the remedy in solid form
and will rid you of
catarrh or hay fever. No oocaine to breed a
readful habit. No mercury to dry out the
secretion. Price 75c., with spraying: tube.
AH
druggists, or mailed by Ely Bros., 66 Warren
street, New York.
a

citizens of this

of
of

before the committee

lators,

had

charge
opportunity
investigations?
an

having

the matter in

to submit

a

of

report

their

NOT

A SQUARE

true facts of the matter are

DEAL I

these:
State will not be

Taxes of the citizens of the
raised One

Farthing.
Practically same amount as above must be expended on old Capitol for repairs or new construction.
The

expenditure of a half a
building would not give
Capitol.
old

“

Something
nor’s letter).

must be done

The bill of the Public

”

million dollars
the State

(as

Cut

a

gift.
sign

following coupon letter and
your Representative TO-DAY.

I. S. JOHNSON tu CO., Boston, Mass.

Cut

on

lim-

site and the

cannot afford to refuse the

out the

mail to

per the Gover-

$500,000.

Portland will give $750,000 and

Legislature

suitable

Buildings Committee

its the cost to the State to

cures

a

on

and

this line here.

Llirlitniuir.

Here is a Georgia youngster’s definition °f thunder and lightning:

Only

to come, then

the entire State for many years to come, should be
sent throughout the State for the
purpose of inand
the
minds
of the Legistimidating
prejudicing

London Times.

beginning

of the

feeble-minded, the insane and the friends
good roads, and would mortgage the resources

Now the

^

of

to

NO! THIS IS

JOHNSONS
Anodyne

The Extinct Memo.

mortgage

resources

the

E. G. MOORE, Main St

1810 to 19

men group on one side, wothe other.
It Is not well
thought of for people of opposite sexes
to be seen walking along the road together even to a market. The position
certainly of some ecclesiastics has
been made definite by the refusal of
certain bishops to allow “mixed classes" in branches of the Gaelic
league.
On the whole, public opinion discourages whatever can be justly or even
unjustly set down as sweetheartlug.—
Edinburgh Review.

the

yourselves that misleading and untruthstatements, accompanied by petitions whose
headings stated in substance that the proposed
change would menace the interests of the blind,

TW best cigar* ara new sold in the 2,000 Drag Stores
faring the National Cigar Stands Emblem in the winders,

Cocfc

on

Portland would

ful

the smokers.

1

a

blind,

to

the feeble-minded and the insane

is it fair to

enjoyed and recognized by smokers everywhere as the qualhad to pay double the price for formerly.
2,000 National Cigar Stands have lowered cigar prices
by co-operating to produce and sell our own cigars direct to

Floor, Grain and Feed
5 ■«/ 0
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
4 50 #5 50 Shorts—bag— 1 85 91 40
130 Mixed feed, ba *.
Corn, 100ft bag
140*1 45
meal,has 1 ?0« 1 S'* M1ddl1nga.bag 45*15*i
115
Cracked corn, 1 20u 30 Cotton seed meat,

Nearly

proposed change

State; is it fair to the
citizens of Portland who have acted in good faith;

ity they’ve always

25
Fuel.

congregate

Is it fair

is without exception the choicest Havana-Sumatra smoke
ever offered at the price.
Its smooth, mild, fragrant blend is

Fresh Fish.

the

YOU ARE MISINFORMED!

1**18
If

Portland

YOU ARE MISTAKEN!

from any of the old-fashioned 3-for-25c. brands.

Salt
I aril.

at

a

entire State for many years

got
ft

Capitol

new

and may be increased in

good

Meats anil Prnvlslons.
Pork, ft.

.15*J?0
.12#. 25

a

or

and would

roads,

Rice, per ft
.Oft? >
Vinegar, gal
2o$25
Cracked wheat,
.or
.04
Oatmeal, per lb
,2i
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02^
Oil—pnrgal—
.65 #.70
Linseed,
12
Kerosene,

.60

Reef, ft.
Steak,

State,

That the

deprive

.35
..V)

Syrup,

truth, and

of proper support at the hands of the
State; that
it would indefinitely retard the movement for

Qrorsrl««,

Coflee—per ft

side of

single individual outside of
one farthing, or
present Capitol at Augusta will be

That the

lost to the

3
Oi
5

Fruit.
Lemon* do*
10#l3 Apples, cook,

25*60

they

$4,000,000,
$8,000,000, or

—

Pea,

Oranges, dor
Cranberries, qt

to

That taxes of

3

OSjJOS
20 a

one

heard the

Portland will be raised

Loose. tun
Baled. "iJ

SwfrlhHrlloK la Ireland.
Through a great part of Ireland pub'He opinion, molded by the clergy, separates the sexes us far as possible. At
the church door and wherever else they

cannot

but have

the whole truth?

Bgge.

No

Tliumler ami

of this State have heard

people
question,

this

READER, IF YOU HAVE THE IMPRESSION

Sbbtrttitmmt*

•.leglr

NeufchatelV...

&SbtTt!»rmtn«.

C. White A Co.

-2 a m

Cheese.
Best motor; (new) per
Best dairy (new)..

Robert Louis Stevenson's favorite
recreation was playing the flute in order. as he said, to tune up Ids ideas.
Darwin had no respect for books and
would cut a big volume in two for ceuveuieuce in handling, or he would tear
out the leaves he required for reference.

men

no

indication now of a
in western
prices, and unless it comes soon, a farther
advance will be uecessar; here.
Potatoes are just a trifle
firmer, with 65
to 70 cents a bushel
being paid to the
farmer. While it is probable that those
who are holding potatoes will realize a
larger profit, it is well for them to remember that Aroostook had a
big crop last
;ear, and is still full of potatoes. Last
year, Just as the farmers hereabout began
to realize a handsome
profit, an enterprising Bangor potato man took the edge
off the market b;
dumping in a car-load
of Aroostook tubers.
The quotations below give the
range of
retail prices In Ellsworth.
Country Produce.

asleep.
Joaquin Miller nails ull hat chairs Cod,
Had lock.
to the wall.
Halibut,
Hawthorne always washed his hands Oyster*, qt
Clams, qt
before reading a letter from his wife.
Alexandre Dumas the younger bought
a new painting every time he hud a
new book published.

is

ago.
break

Lamb

Daudet

hall. Both of these were
three-story
structures. The meat market of C. A.
Mills and offices were located in the Norcross building. O. T. Brown also conducted a Jewelry store in a block owned
by himself. The meat and fish market of
A. D. Salisbury was situated in the Edwin Cutler building. There were tenements in the Brown and Cu tier
buildings.

Richard P. Stone, a well-known Bangor
a
stead; decline as spring approaches.
Election da; brought man; eggs to town. dry goods merchant, died Friday, aged
sixty-nine years. He began business in
Batter remains scarce and Arm.
Bangor forty-six years ago. For the past
Corn has gone np stUl another
notch, few years he had been associated with J.
being quoted to-da; at fl.30 a bag, an ad-

—

FOIBLES OF LITERARY MEN.

exchange and the Knlghte of Pythiae

—

of

disaster.
The trne evil eye charm of the Ital
iaas Is In the shape of a tiny linnd. the
Index and the little finger being point
^ out and the third and fourth flngere
teiug held <lown by the thumb. The
charm, however, is merely a ropresen
tatlon of the way in which the Italian
holds Ills hard When pointed outward
he wishes to cast the evil eye on an
enemy, or when turned toward himself
be thinks to protect himself from its

K1TTKRY TO CARIBOU.

The mill of the Central Leather Co. at
Corn StlU
Weakening
Bar Milla wae horned Friday, involving a
Climbing —Potatoes Stronger.
Egg* have fallen off from 30 to 26 cents loe* of |S0,000. The mill wae a three-story
structure, 00x175 feet.
during the week, and with ever; prospect
*w

in

color, flavor,

To Hon.

nutrition and
quantity of bread
per barrel

from.>..Countv,

Representative

State House,

Augusta,

Maine.

Dear Sir:—

“TownTalk”Flour
(America’* Greatest Winter Wheat Patent)

the latest

competitors.

Makes more and better
bread, biscuits, cake,
pastry than Others.
r

influence with any other member that you

Sincerely

Leads all

Ask your Grocer for "Tid-Bits" from "Town Talk"
Cook-book.

Believing that the cpiestion of the removal of the seat of governAugusta to Portland should be submitted to the people, [
most earnestly request that you will use your vote to secure a referendum to the people on this vitally important matter and will use
your
ment from

J

can.

yours,

/
Sign

name

here
Town..

®ljr ^llgujortt) American.
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
ntllBHBO
STRUT WRDM9DAY AfTKRSOOH
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
AT THU

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING

CO.

T. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titu§, Associate Editor.
tsfcsmptlon Price—90 s year; 1100 for six
Booths; 90 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance, $1 30, 75 and S8 cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoned
mo rate of #2 per year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable, and will
00 made known on application.

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all money orders made payable to Thi
EllsHamooce County
worth Maine.

Publishing

Co.,

This week’s edition of
American is 2.2.50 copies.

The

Average for the year of 1906,

2,304

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 6, 1907.
The City Election.
Again baa the political pendulum
swung, and this time towards our
friends the enemy, who on last Monday succeeded in electing a mayor end
and three of the five aldermen. After
four years of uninterrupted control,
the republicans retire.
The incoming board won its fight
after a sharp contest, conducted on
both sides with the utmost fairness,
and devoid of certain disagreeable
features that have too often characterized spring elections in this city—
an advance in good citizenship to be

profoundly thankful for.
Three of the new board have served
in the city government before—Mayor
Greely, who ba3 the unosuai distinction of being elecred to that office for
the fifth time; Sir. Stuart, who has

UfllUtlre News of Interest to Han- Officer* Elected and Appropriation*
Toted In Hancock County Towns.
cock County Renders.
arroirnroTox.
I The set to incorporate the Winter HarModerator, Sumner P Mills; clerk,
bor A Eastern Bsilroad Co. reached the
Elmer E Crockett; selectmen, Florian 8
Senate Wednesday.
Act to change the time of holding the Small, Ruel B Judkins, Joseph T Snow;
January session of the court of county treasurer, F E Webb; collector, Erastus J
for Hancock
commissioners
county. Carter; auditor, Sumner B Mills; school
Passed to be engrossed in House Wednes- committee, John E Small, Paul T Small,
dsy. Passed to be enacted in Senate yes- Sumner P Mills; road commissioner, Calvin Ames.
terday.
Appropriations—High school, |600; comAct to abolish the January term of the
text books, $600; salsupreme judicial court for the county of mon schools, $2,400;
Hancock. Passed to be engrossed in aries town officers, $1,300; roads, fl,000;
Passed to be enacted poor, fl,500; insurance and schoolhouse
House Wednesday.
repairs, fl,300. Total, flS.300.
in Senate yesterday.
WINTER HARBOR.
The committee on legal affairs reported
Moderator, C C Baker; selectmen, F E
in the House Thursday on act granting
Charles H. Scott the right to maintain a Weston, F H Norris, George C Childs;
ferry across Eggemoggin Reach, that same clerk, Joseph M Gerrish; treasurer, J E
Smallidge; collector, Joseph M Gerrish;
ought to pus in new draft.
The act to extend charter of the Mt. road commissioner, E C Hammond; member school committee, J E Smallidge; audDesert Trust Co. was favorably reported
itor, B E Tracy; constables, H E Harringin the House Thursday. Passed to be enton, R M Torrey.
grossed yesterday.
Contingent,
$2,200;
Appropriations
In the Senate the committee on legal
affairs on act to authorize the Benvenue poor, $300; schools, $660; school repairs,
Granite Co. to erect and maintain wharves $75: text-books, $100; State road, $600;
and bridges, $1,200; street sprinkj and docks on the shores of Crotch island roads $600;
insurance, $100; high school.
and
Green head, Stonington, reported ling,
$100; wster for municipal purposes, $600;
same in new draft under same title, and
I Memorial Day, $25; snow, $200; fire dethat it ought to pass.
The committee on temperance Friday partment, $400; total, $9,524.
EDEN.
reported ought not to pass on the bill
Moderator, Joseph Wood; selectmen, B
which would empower druggists to sell
intoxicating liquors on physicians’ pre- S Higgins, Elihu T Hamor, Frank E Walls;
treasurer and overseer of poor, Charles F
scriptions.
The act to prohibit the hunting of foxes Paine; road commissioners, Millard Haby dogs on Swan’s Island was read and mo r, Ezra L Higgins; member school
committee, Calvin G Hamor; collector,
; assigned in the Senate Tuesday,
chief of fire department.
j The act relating to Bluehill Water Co. was Charles F Paine;
favorably reported in the Senate Tuesday. Lawrence Emery; auditor, Fred L Hadley;
A resolve in favor of Lsle au Haut was ! agent school fund, Eben M Hamor.
Appropriations—Town charges, $10,000;
favorably reported by committee yester| principal on town notes and bonds, $7,500:
day.
RRSt-BMISSIOX.
interest, $3,600: poor, $2,500; schools,$19,
[ The sensation of the session was the 1000; high school, $3,200; text books and
adoption by the Senate Thursday of the supplies, $1,800; repairs on school propminority report on resub miss ion. The erty, fl,S00; roads and bridges,eastern aecminority report, it will be remembered, tion,fl2,000; western section, $5,000; State

ward 2 before, and Mr. was in favor of the measure. The vote in
Stap es, a member of the present the Senate was 10 to 6. Both the Hanboard. The new members are Mr. j cock senators go on record as against reCurtis, republican, ward 1; Mr. Mona- jI submission, Senator Mills leading the opposition in debate on the floor of the
ghan, democrat, ward 3, and Mr. Senate.
Alexander, republican, ward 5.
I
The vote came as a surprise. No one
The defeated candidates are not > had
supposed that it would be done, and
Mr.
Crabtree
undeserving.
accepted the silence which prevailed when the vote
the republican nomination for mayor was announced was intense, but was
under conditions about as discourag- I broken in a moment by a bedlam of noise
ing as they could well be. That he in which the resubmissionists showed
came so near winning ia greatly to his their pleasure at the result.
and his party ia

emphatically

nis aeotor

|

roads, $3,500; macadamized road in westera section, $2,000; fire department, $5,0fO;
sewers, $2,000; lighting streets, $7,000.
For
was

a new

high

school

building $75,000

appropriated.
BROOKXIN.

Moderator,

E

H

Bridges;

selectmen

IBtcttiimumi.

supervisor for the

one

SORRENTO.

1087-1907.

Moderator, John L Perry; selectmen
and assessors, E R Conners, L E Wilbur,
James A Stover; clerk and treasurer, L T
Have.v; collector, F L Trendy; school
committee, N P Foster; road commissionW Sargent,
er, I. D Brandon; constables, C
L-C Bragdon, Amos Bragdon, I W Nash.
Appropriations Schools, (450; textbooks, (25; high school, *25; echoolhouse
repairs and supplies, (BO; roads and
bridges, (700; sidewalks, (300; poor, (25;

Tf FIRST NATIONAL RANK
of

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

—

contingent,

and

current

PresMeat
ARNO W. KINO.
JOHN A. PETERS. Vice-PnsMcat
CasMcr
HENRY W. CUSHMAN,'

Capital,

(1,000;

$50,000.00

insurand
(530;
note,
(30; Memorial Day, (20; for
ance,
hose and hose cart, (500; for disposal of
garbage, (300; moderator, (2. Total, (4,007.
interest

VERONA.

Eugene Hale,
L. A.

Next quarter

E. H. Greely,
B. B. Havey,
Myer (Jallert

$970,000.00

Appropriatlons-Schools.

WE

.Savings Dept.

Emery,

J. A. Peters,

Deposits,

text(180;
books, (25; roads and bridges. (150; current and contingent, (300.

Vaults,
S4 to $20 per
Annum.

Directors:
A. W. King,

$65,000.00

Heath.

Safe Deposit

LEONARD M. MOORE. AuL Cashier

Surplus,

Moderator, W J Abbott; selectmen and
W
assessors, S D Bridges, S B Ulmer, Karl
Abbott; clerk, Pet»r Abbott; treasurer, R
W Delano; collector. Libby Heath; school
committee,W J Abbott; constable, Libby

—

represented

credit,

purpose ol choosing
three towns.

TOWN MEETINGS.

STATE SOLONS.

INVITE

YOUR

begins April I.

CORRESPONDENCE.

TRENTON.

Moderator, D B Alley; selectmen and
assessors,'A C Smith, R F Copp, Frank
Dunbar; clerk, Frank Dunbar; treasurer,
DLMcFarland; collector, 8 J Hopkins;
school committee, R H Davis, C N ThompW
son, J 8 Dotiver; road commissioner, J
Jordan; constables, 8 J Hopkins, Horace
Burns.

Appropriations-Schools,

(BOO;

text-

books, (50, echoolhouse repairs,(100, roads
and bridges, (500, State road, (300; poor,
(100; current and contingent, (400; interest, (75; snow (75; tuition, (10; driving
hearse, (25. Total, (2,135.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Moderator, Seth W Norwood; selectmen
and assessors, George R Fuller, 88 Ring,
clerk and treasurer, ArI Alton Trendy;
thur L Somes; collector, Kobie M Norwood; school committee, Everett G Stanley; road commissioner, Fred P Robinson.

j

I

Appropriations-Schools, (1,200;

text-

(100;- tuition, (200; scboolhoase
repairs, (150; roads and bridges, (500; State
road, (300; poor, (1.400; current and contingent, (1,000; snow (50; Memorial Day,
(15; Southwest Harbor Water Co., (375;
books,

IDIEO-O,

sidewalks, f3U0.

The proposed sewer was indefinitely
postponed. The old school ho use will be OWNED BY V. (. BVRRILL,
ELLSWORTH.
sold at auction as soon as possible and the
treasurer, John F
Staples; collector,
The above rut shows "Diego’’, }'. C. Buriill's promising four-yeargrounds will be trimmed up and graded.
Frank
A Bowden;
school committee.
The question of the proposed electric
old trotting stallion. Diego has no maik, but is riedited with a
Fred e> Herrick, A VV Bridges, E P Bridges;
railroad came up for discussion, and enthree-year-old trial mile in 2.24, the last quarter in 83 i 2 seconds,
road commissioner, James E Gray; conthusiastic
speeches made by several
over a half-mile track.
His sire is Colombo, by Hineen, 2.no 1-4 ;
Contrary to the custom in previous stables, F VV Cole, R VV Smith, F A Bow- citizens in favor of the movement were
dam, Bertha L., by Donum, 2 lfi 1-4; second dam, Maud Rowe,
years, party lines were thrown to the den, W C Redman.
listened to with cordial approval. It was !
2 :!4 1-4, by Capt. Sprague. Diego is a handsome, brown, pureSchools, $150; text the unanimous voice of the
Appropriations
winds, the democrats clinging close to
assembly |
theirs, while many a republican senator books, $115: high school, $200; schooLhouse that
gaited trotter. He started in the three-year-old colt race in Lewisshould
encouragement
every
possible
voted in favor of the minority report.
repairs, $165; roads and bridges, fSOO; be
ton at the State Fair last fall, but met with an accident while being
the promoters of the new electric
given
The two reports of the committee, which State road, $200; poor, $700; current and
shipped, and had to be drawn from the race after the ilrst heat. In
road.
had been on the table for several days, contingent, $500; insane, $300; sidewalks,
LAMOIXE.
which he was a close second in 2 26 1-4. He lias now fully recovwere taken
up by Senator Staples, of $400; Memorial Day, $15; deficiencies of
Moderator, Frank L Hodgkins; selectered from the effects of the accident, and will be given a short
Knox. Senator Brown, of
Kennebec, last year, $315; school supplies, $70. Total, men and assessors, Ralph T Young, Hollis
season in the stud before being fitted to obtain a mark.
moved the substitution of the minority $4,530.
E Austin, Jesse E Young; clerk and treasSt'RRY.
report and gave way to Senator Heselton of
Terms. $25 lo Warrant, one-half payable at time of service.
urer, Eben H King; collector, George H
the same county, who spoke in favor of
Moderator, E E Swett; selectmen and Coggins; school committee, Frank
L
Acldrasa F\ C
BURRILL,
the substitution of the minority report.
Ellsworth, Maine.
E
D Smith, George E Coupons, A Hodgkins; road commissioner, Maynard
assessors,
He said it was well recognized by many
H Mann; clerk, J F Staples; treasurer and H Young; constables, George H Coggins,
j
that there was a demand for the people to collector, DJ Curtis; school committee, William K
Salsbury, Jesse E Young.
jt'-'Ip TF.'vt;t
be given an opportunity to vote on the
George Sperry; road commissioner, J H
Appropriations-Schools, $580.80; text 1 »OY WANTED Opportunity for
AY—About 11 (odn of hay. Hollis Act*
bright
question of retention of the fifth amend- Wescott; constable, E N Osgood.
books, $50; high school, $125; schoolhouse I> boy o learn printing trade. Apply at II ns. Worth L m*
'i•
ment. He believed it was for the benefit
Appropriations Schools, $800; text- repairs, $60; roads and bridges, $600; State The American office.
A X h-Ouf Meat be
vane
bcr«e brand
of the republican party so to vote. It was
^I
V\
B
I.K
an
1
*t
k£irl
kitchen
!-■!
\T
I eh
nee-, direct from the '"-nufactarer
help OHj
books, $100; schoolhouse repairs, $100; road, f600; poor, $500; current and conX Booms. Franklin street. Ellsworth.
Rod and fixtures complete
WUl be sold
in accord with the principles of Ameri- roads and
bridges, $800; State road, £*00; tinge ut, $400.
cheap. Had two; one is soul, and purcbMer
cans.
“We always took the people into poor, $750; current and contingent, $700;
MT. DESERT.
happy. Who wants the other- Inquire %:
American office.
€0.intrti.
our conferences and allowed them to setJerome
H
Moderator,
Knowles; selectinterest, $96; other purposes, $684. Total,
tle all questions.” He
believed in the $4,230.
men and assessors, George A
Savage, War- I1
vocal and instrumental music,
BUCKSPOBT.
ren H Whitmore, J
W Small; clerk, Ly- PUPILS—In
at reasonable rates.
principles of prohibition, but he believed
Address Miss Eva
&peimi Kauus.
L. Mayo, 26 State St.. Ellsworth.
the people ought to be given a chance to
;
man H Somes; treasurer
and collector,
O F Fellows; selectmen and
Moderator,
NOTICE.
say if they wanted it.
! assessors, George D Crane, Fred Wood, Merritt T Ober; school committee, A C
rT^HB New England Telephone and TeleSpecial >.0tU£5.
He said the result in September last,
l
graph Company respetiuiU petition*
Charles F Tillock; clerk, A B Ames; treas- Fernald; road commissioners, George J
the Mayor anu Board of Alderni n of he City
when the republican party won by a
Joy, E N Walls, A H Reed; constables, L
of Ellsworth. Maine, for a location for in
NOTICE.
urer, A F Page; collector, Burke Leach;
small majority, showed that the demand
E Haskell, J M Whitmore, S W Babbidge.
poles and wires thereon, and the necessary
school committee, Parker Spofford; supermv husband. Fred Davis, haa
for resubmission had grown. He believed
left my bed and hoard I hereby notify supporting and strengthening fixtures ind
WHEREAS
Appropriations—Schools, $1,500; text- and
intendent of schools, A A Littlefield: town
wires, in the
following named streets sad
warn all pera«>ns not to harbor or trust
if resubmission were denied, the thoubooks, $300; high school, $1,500; school- him on my acc ant. as I shall pay no bills of higbwaysnf said cltv.
agent, O P Cunningham.
Said
Company
sands of republicans who voted tbs demagrees to reserve space for
his
af.er
house repairs, $800; roads and bridges,
this date.
contracting
one cross arm at the top of ail t e above pole*
Appropriations
Schools, $3,400; text
Nellie F. Davis.
ocratic ticket last year, augmented by
for telephone, fire alarm
atd police Hfs®
Mariaville, Feb. 22.190?.
hooks, $225; high school, $150; schoolhouse $4*000; State road, $600; Memorial Day, $25;
i wires, owned by the city and used for music*
thousands more, would vote the same
other purposes, $11,960. Total, $25,185.
I
repairs, $375; roads and bridges, $5,000;
Said pole* lo be ere.-ted under
purposes,
KKKKDOYt NOTICE.
ipal
at
the
next
election.
way
DEER ISLE.
the supervision of such officers as said city
State road, $600; poor, $1,500; current and
is to certify that I have given mv son,
may designate
Senator Mills said that he had no desire
Moderator, E PSpofford; selectmen and THIS
Ashley R. Hooper, his time through the
contingent, $700; interest, $1,487; MemoFollowing are »be streets and highway*
remainder
of
his
to take the time of the senators to discuss
minority, and shall not ! above referred to:
assessors, E W Torrey, George A Black,
rial Day, $50.
claim any of his earnings or pay any bill* of
('entral St., entire length.
local option. He contended that the reCharles A. Pressey: clerk, T G Pickering; his contracting after
PENOBSCOT.
this date.
Third St entire length.
!
Julian H. Hoopee.
treasurer, Judson Torrey; collector, Stedpublicans could not consistently resubSterling St., entire length.
Sedgwick. Feb. 18. 1907.
Moderator, R A Rhind; selectmen and man F Torrey; school committee, J E
Elm St., entire length.
mit. To his mind, the failure of the State |
Oak St., fioro Main St. to Church St.
W S Bridges, N L Grindie, F Wassessors,
a
to
resubmission
convention
( Continued on pa ge S /
adopt
plank
SPECIAL NOTICE.
School St.; entire length.
Leach; clerk, A E Varnum; treasurer, Dr
Birch Ave., entire 1-ngtn.
was a tacit promise that there should be
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park.
I
Union St., entire length.
demand protection to life and property
Do
no resubmission.
j: M A Ward well; collector, J H Littlefield;
afibrrusxmnus.
from
the
countv
of
Date February 4. 1907.
Hancock, the State of
school committee, Dr M A Wardwell, A E
Maine, and the United States of America
Naw Emu land Tblkphonk and
NOTES.
j Varnum, R A Rhind; town agent, W S
Mary C. Frbtz Austin.
Telegraph Company.
EASTERN
In the Senate yesterday the committee Bridges;
By Francis A. Houston.
constables, J II Littlefield, SeyGeneral Manager*
on public buildings
submitted two re- mour F Wardwell, N L Grindle.l
C. H- A*
atrtjrrtismcnts.
j
ports on the question of the removal of
Appropriations-Schools, $1,125; textCity op Ellsworth. Maine,
jj
State capitoi. Each of the reports is books, $150; schoolhouse
Ik Boaed of Aldekmen,
repairs, $200;
Date March 4. 1#£- L ;
signed by five members of the committee. roads and bridges, $1,400; poor, $1,100;
Upon the foregoing petition, it is
Senator Curtis, of Portland, Senator current and contingent,
$700; interest, WINTER REDUCED RATES.
The Camden Woolen Co on account of need, that notice thereof be given by publtowW*
of aaid petition and this order tbero***
Clark, of Nobleboro, and Reps. Pike, of $185; snow, $700; town debt, $1,500. Total,
tng the office room for other purposes, has de- ; copy
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper print**
FfTectlve to March 31, 1907.
emed to discontinuous retail
department, and in the city of Ellsworth, Maine and thatJ
Eastport, Snow', of Brunswick, and Has- I $6,060.
the undersigned, who hits had
charge of that
thereof be given at the Mayor
SEDGWICK.
BAR HARBOR and BOSTON »3 OO.
kell, of Deer Isle, favor removing the capdepartmen’ for the past four years, has pur bearing
chased the entire st< ck aud opened a salesroom | Aldermen's room on the first day of April.**
itoi, and Senator Barrow's, of Newport
7
30
o’clock
T
A
p. m .at which time and P!ace.rS*
Moderator,
Smith; selectmen and Proportionate reduction from all other in town m the nbbettf block, Elm street, where
dents and owners of property upou the njf"
and Reps. Allen, of Richmond, Danforth,
he will continue tie* sale of the
goods. Arrange- i ways to be affected
Hssessors, John G Eaton, W L Byard and
Lauding*.
ments
by the granting of toe P**|
hr.ve
made
w
bee«
Itli several other mills mil
of Skowhegan, Farrar, of Corinth, and
applied for, and all other pern-ins iuter* *
Jesse Wessel; clerk, H N Dority; treasto handle some of Ihetr
goods, s that there will ed. snail have full
he
Lynch, of Washington, are against re- urer, F H Smith; collector, Jcnathan
opportunityb-lo sbowc»»»
greater assortmeii1 than ever before;
and assessors, L B Bridges,
thy, S E McFarland; clerk,

W H FreeF. W.Cole;

—

Mr.

Greely brings

to the office an
experience of four years in the same
position; he ha9 the respect and confidence of all citizens, regardless of

party. Having done our best to defeat
him and tbe party he stands for, and
having failed, wc accept the result as
gracefully as is possible, and feel sure
that he will give to the city the best
there is in him of his experience and
wisdom.
COL'NTY GOSSIP.

Eighteen

below

below in the
worth

zero

March 11 Seven
wards of Ells-

republican

March 5!

Penobscot at its town meeting voted to
allow women to vote on all school matters
at future town meetings.
Tbe brown-tail moths cost tbe town of
Eden over $1,500 last year. The total disbursements of the summer resort town
last year were $163,207.52.
Union river bay is still ice- bound. The
Steamer broke tbrougb to Blnebill Saturday, and freight for Bluehill and East
Blnebill is b ing hauled from there.
Oar Otis correspondent reports a strange
visitor, as follows: “Those who
were studying the sky the other evening,
celestial
were

spellbound by

a

sight they

saw.

What appeared a great ball of fire darted
through the changing clouds, then fell to
the ground with several stars following.”
“Gee whiz! Won’t that East Sullivan
mill be a hummer. Only think! Twelve
million per day for the year around!”
exclaims our West Franklin correspondent. And we don’t blame him. A little
error of the printer’s, that’s all—making
12 M stand for twelve million instead of
twelve thousand.

|

—

Steamship

July.'

Mr. McMillin has been connected with
1883, first as a railway
postal clerk, later as an inspector, and on
until
he
was placed in his present reup
sponsible position.
It was as an inspector that he made a
host of friends in Maine, and they now
heartily join his friends in Massachusetts,
and indeed throughout New England, in
urging the appointment of a New England man for the coming vacancy.
Mr. McMillin is a man of pleasing
personality, and highly ^teemed among
all those who come in contract with him,
not only for his intimate knowledge of
postoffice matters, but for his pleasing
and unostentatious manner. In recognition of his work, his appointment would
imdoubtedly find favor among business
the service since

everywhere.
qualifications for the place are
beyond all question and it would be indeed

men

His

difficult to find a better man. The present
movement is said to have found favor with
every postmaster in New England.
('astine Normal School.
The announcement in Castine items last
week that the normal school would reopen March 12, was an error. The school
will open March 19.

_

ANNOUNCEMENT.

—

Maine Man for First Asst. P. M. G.
Maine’s postal fraternity joins that of
the rest of New England in urging the
appointment of Frank E. McMillin, Boston’s assistant postmaster, to the office of
first assistant postmaster-general when i moval.
the present incumbent, Mr. Hitchcock, is
transferred to the treasury department
No man
next

Com pan;.

j

slating ol

why such permit should

grauied,i»|
>"*

not

iancy last publication of said notice to be at
Bridges; school committee. Groves S
suitings. SAirtiugs. coverts, cloakings, etc
fourteen (14) days before said hearr-gBridges; road commissioner, John F
A true copy of petition, and notice tner*u
is ever too busy to be polite.
MILL PRICES.
Attest:—Thomas E. HaLB*
town agent, John W Paris; con; Gray;
CityUfft
flood. W'U continue to be .old at mill
Be cheerful. There is no valley whose stables, Jonathan Bridges, S W Uuptill.
i,rices
Steamer leaves Bnr Harhot at 10 a m, Mondays thu.
to
ihe purchaser from 50c to ;i per
saving
for seal llaruor, Nurti-eaM
outer borders are not touched by hills.
All orders will be filled on the
Appropriations
Schools, $1,200; text- and Thursday*
re
nay
Harbor, Southwest Huilmr. Bass Harbor, 8ton- Htf-,
schoolhouse repairs, $200; inuton,
3Lrgal ITottos.
second
The very truth hath a color from the books, $250;
ana Rockland, connecting at Rockland choice* if
K'MXlH ln,llcal,!
oholce Should be
'"S**®areBrsl
d 1 ,h1
disposition of the utterer.—George Eliot. roads and bridges, $1,200; State road, $200; with -learner lor Bo-ton.
,h« S°°<ls
not
m
subscribers
stock,
hereby give notice
i!L
money
Areflflifer leaves Bluehlll at 9 a m. Mondays
rctumei1- M"1 remnant, al THE
they have been duly appointed admin
From the same life one sips the elixir poor, $150; current and contingent, $500; and Thursday* for South Bluehlll, West
Tre- ways m ,K.P',y
tratorsof the estate of Orrin R. Burnham*”"*
Hark
Harbor
and
uront.
Rockland, connecting
that forever cheers; another, from that snow, $300; tuition, $200; hearse. $500.
of Ellsworth, in the county oi
at ltocklaud with steamer (or Boston.
HOW MONEY MAY BE SENT.
deceased, and given bonds as the law dim**
Total, $4,700.
same life, drinks gall that embitters it for
All persons having demands against me
he
sent
"my
by
registered
RETURNING
letter
Voted that the superintending school
check
„
tate of said deceased are desired to
always. Can you tell why?
*"1 he sent the
by?iS^rc'iiPn”u?2sr"J
tSod*
same for settlement,
and all tno*
of Frank Harding,
ny express C. u. D., u des red Write lor
Leave Boston at ft p m Tuesdays and Fridays
samples
“Lenny, you are a pig,’' said a father to committee, consisting
thereto are requested lo make payment
Leave
dockland
at
ft.30
a
Roscoe D. Gray and Groves S. Bridges,
F. A.
in, or on arrivel'ol
Buknhamhis little five-year-old boy.
mediately.
F
A.
do
PACKARD,
“Now,
fteamcr from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturconfer with a like committee from the
Tibbetts block, opp. express olllce,
March 5, 1907.
Katik 1..
days, vta way lauding*.
Camden. Me.
you know' what that is, Lenny?” “Yes,
towns of Brooklin and Rluehill, for the
All car^o, except live stock, via the steamer*
sir; a pig’s a hog’s little boy.
of this company, la Insured uauinst Arc and
Stfocrtistinmta.
marine risk.
There are gold-burdened children done
To put the brake on the wagon going down
hill is a help to the horse, when the wagon
F. 8. Sherman, ftupt. Rockland, Maine.
by as we would not do by the horse. For- the
financial
is
loaded. But what

j

a

variety ol styles in plain and

—

Mianns Marine Motors.

ever

haltered in the stall—a life without
full of provender and drink.

work, and

We often do more good by our sympathy
than by our labors, and render to the
world a more lasting service by absence of
jealousy and recognition of merit than w'e
could ever render by the straining efforts
of personal ambition.—Archdeacon Farrar.

I never pass a young man on the streets
without having come to me the far-away
vision. It’s the form of a beautiful young
woman hovering over the cradle of her
first-born.
And she’s dreaming, toodreaming of the far-off years w'ben her
slumbering baby shall be a man. And I
wonder if it’s only a dream that comes to
her.

driver would
heavily
think of applying the brake to a loaded
wagon going up bill? If be did, his sensible
horses would probably balk. Many a man is
in the condition of pulling a load up hill with
the brake set against him. When his stomach
is out of order, and the allied organs of digestion and nutrition impaired in their functions, a friction is set up which has to be
overcome in addition to the performance of
daily duties. A foul stomach makes a foggy
brain, and the man with a disordered stomach
has often to grope his way through the day’s
business like a man in a fog. He forgets
Problems seem presented to
appointments.
his mind “wrong end to'*. This condition is
entirely remedied by the use of Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery. It puts the stomach and digestive and nutritive system into a
condition of perfect health, and gives a clear
brain, a steady hand and a light step for the
day’s duties. Dr. Pierce’s medicines do not
contain alcohol or other injurious ingredients; they are not “patent medicines'* because their ingredients are printed on the
label of each bottle.

ELLSWO RTH

Steam

Laundry and

•WO

PAT.

WO

Bath Rooms.

WASH KR,'

All kinds if laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called ter and delivered.

H. B. B8TKY A.
WEST BED

BRIDGE,

Learn

CO.,

ELLSWORTH MB.

to play
THE VIOLIN.

We teach by mail orally. In either case y,u
have personal Instruction. Don't say you cannot team. We know you can. All we ask is
your name and we will prove all we say. Write
tor particulars, etc to CAttL LAM-ON via.
LIN SCHOOL, Portland, Me., Baxter Block.

FEDERAL

BO,'d,’

statement
CASUALTY COMPANY,

Leads Tin*

Cash in office and

Interest,

bank.

coM.

Low to

DKTBOIT, MICH.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1906.

Improvement**rr^
$114,810 (

poiwu,

MteW'S

buretor,

<W|J3

forged conajjjfjj
benrM.

$120,0821
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31,1906
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,
am

Subscribe for Thk Amkrjcan

^

broore
Ij

Admitted assets,

Total liabilities and
snrplus,
9120
A. L. COOMBS. Slate
Agent,
__AUBUBN, ME,

f5J

st*rt.

lo

guaranteed.

i

•v'prr'rJI
refunded,
1200
state

peopleJ*

.j

m«25;
winter; mostly
emeu

«£h*

go- Agents
j,
er carburet*
ler
I nine; it
—

cu.r' Sd

ETJ&**
6. D. Thorndike,'*.n
▼«??•, Portias

Tiding for the

TO BE WITHDRAWN.

nee

of

a teem

In addition to

In two wards the Vote fur aldertie.
Lewiston democrats elected their mayor
TRANSIT CO.
BILL op mt. desert
and carried all bat two wards.
THEY
AND
ELECT
MAYOR
for additional rights.
East port elected a democratic mayor.
probably more. The Mt. Desert Transit Co.
has ilflO.OOO of its stock
THREE ALDERMEN.
Five of the eight aldermen are democrats.
subscribed, but this is
TO CSS Off STBAM—8BNA- comparatively a small
It
part.
OPPOSITION
may be necWaterviile, which elected a democratic
essary to go into the money market to sell its
TOR DSAST’S POSITION—HIS ADlast year, this year elected a reARTHUR W. QUICKLY AGAIN AT HEAD mayor
stocks and bonds. The
BAR
HARBOR.
of
AT
possession
the
DRESS
publican, but the democrats retain a
right to lease and sell obviously adds to the
OP CITY GOVERNMENT—TUB VOTK
majority in the city government.
market ability of railroad securities.
Miny
IN DETAIL—IN OTHER CITIES.
The furore crested in this section of Han- railroad corporations have this
Auburn, which was carried by the demI
right;
in
Ellsworth
and
ocrats iaet year, swung back to the redle county, especially
thought that the Mt. Desert Transit Co.
introduction
of
the
a
bill
could safely be given the
Bar Harbor by
right that many
The republicans of Ellsworth, After publican column.
Senator Deaay grant- other railroads have.
South Portland elected a democratic
in t be legislature by
j
four
consecutive veers in power, on MonI
additional
to
the
|
privileges
accordingly inserted a provision authormayor, but the republicans carried four or
inn certain
king
and
Co.
has
leasing
somewhat
subselling, simply copying a day surrendered the reins of govemme nt the seven wards.
Mt. Desert Transit
section contained in other charters. I wrote
to the democrats. The
sided. The bill will be withdrawn by to the
vote was very
j
company to ascertain whether it deMr. Deaay to-day.
sired
to
close, Arthur W. Greely, the candidate
Removal of State Capital.
for
these
apply
additional
for
the
right to use powers.
This bill provided
nd
receiving the affirmative for mayor, having only fifteen majority.
The proposition to remove the State
motive power, and for
steam or any other
reply I introduced the bill. No director
In two of the wards—one carried by the capital from Augusta to Portland is taken
the right to sell to any railroad company or member of the company suggested
so seriously in that
I
city that it has reached
in Maine. The proposition, as to me that any further rights be
operating
applied republicans and one by the democrats— the
advertising stage, and those interested
for. I called the attention of
was interpreted
the com- the majority for alderman was
|
soon as it became known,
live.
only
in the movement set forth their views in a
pany to the possible advantage of such furwas thus offered
j
to mean that opportunity
As to cause for defeat of the republican two-column announcement that
ther powers. My reasons were as above stated
may be j
to the Mt. Desert Transit Co. to sell out to and
no other.
found
elsewhere
in
ticket
this
it
issue.
be
ascribed
to
the
may safely
the Maine Central railroad, and possibly
The Portland side of the question is this:
Many utterly fallacious reports have been
defeat many of the benefits hoped to be I circulated. It has been said that this amend- natural backward swing of the pendulum, The
city of Portland offers to give f?50,000
obtained by the building of an electric I “ent means that the road will not be built. which is always to be expected in rities so and a site towards the
building of the new
road between Ellsworth and Bar Harbor. It is only necessary to say that legislation is evenly balanced politically as is Ellsworth
capitol, which when built shall not cost !
the
bill
took
the
not necessary for that
to
form
of
in
elections..
municipal
Opposition
purpose. Legislation
more than fl,500,000.
The defeated candidates are not disresolutions passed by the boards of trade may be necessary to build a road. None is
If Portland stands by its offer, as it
to leave it unbuilt. The present credited
the
vote.
made
a
of liar Harbor and Ellaworth, roplea of necessary
by
They
good undoubtedly will, it means that the tax to j
charter can be pocketed if the Transit comwbieh were forwarded to Senator Deaay.
the State shall be only |125,000 annually
pany desire to do this Just as well as an
In response to the Ellsworth resolutions
for four years, which would mean that the |
amended charter.
W.
of
toO.
the
wrote
Tspley,
secretary
he
It is said that this amendment means an
State tax would not in reality be increased
as
follows:
j
board,
Ellsworth
absorption by the Maine Central. There is
in the slightest.
no intention on the part of the owners of the
Baa Haasoa, Mb., March 2. 1907.
It is said, on good
that
it
will
authority,
Mt. Desert Transit Co. to be absorbed. No
Data Mb. Tartar:— I shall go before a
1
cost at least f500,000 to fix over the
premeeting to be held here on Tuesday morning connection exists between the Maine Central
sent state-house so that it will be
anynext in relation to the pending act granting system and the Transit company. So far as I
where near adequate to take care of the !
.certain powers to the Mt. Desert Transit Co., know or believe, no talk has ever been made
business which it is now necessary to i
and which is to be heard before the committee on the subject between persons representing
the two corporations and that nothing is
carry on in our growing State. If this
next Wednesday.
suin is expended in
I shall say thatin my Judgment it is impor- farther from the thought or intention of the
improvements to the

electricity m a motive

power.

Second, the right to lease or sell; the financing of a railroad like thtn Is no small matter,
It involves a round million of
dollars, and

elected.

DEMOCRATS WIN

men

was

a

|

tant lor the future welfareof Mt. Desert island
that through trains be brought to the Island
either liv electricity or steam, and that the
bringing of such through trains here will not,
1 believe, injure Ellsworth in the slightest.
I shall ask further, however, that Inasmuch
as there is great opposition to the pending
bill. I believe that the committee should be
asked to report it “ought not to puss”.
I shall not he able to come to Ellsworth Immediately. but as asron as may he I should be
glad to coaler with you and any other gentlemen representing Ellsworth.
Yours very respectfully.
L. B. Dkusy.

directors.

old

opposition to this amendment
is based on a misunderstanding, but some,
undoubtedly understanding fully the scope
and purpose of the amendment, object.
I
certainly shall not pose for the granting of
these privileges to the Mt. Desert Transit Co.
against existing public sentiment. The com-

the

some of the

building

instead of

on a new

PoWde
Makes the finest, lightest,best flavored biscuit,
hot-breads, cake and
pastry* Renders the
food more digestible
and wholesome*

capitol,

State will not only have an old building, which can never be made over into a
modern one, but will have a building that

will stand as a positive menace to the
State departments, in that the old state- |
house is not fireproof, and in case of fire
priceless records covering years and years
of the State’s life would be lost.
Portland not only comes forward with
an offer as to the construction of a
newbuilding for the State, but also offers
attractions and facilities for economical
administration of the State’s affairs.
At the time the capital wras moved to

pany will not urge the passage of the amendI presented the amendment in perfect
good faith. I believe in its wisdom, but l
shall to-morrow ask the committee to report
adversely to it.
ment.

ABSOLUTELY PURE

It is not believed that the withdrawing
of this bill w’ill affect the plans already
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
Yesterday forenoon Senator Deasy ad- made for
ARTHUR W. GREELY,
going ahead with the building of
dressed the people of Bar Harbor, who
ELLSWORTH’S NEW MAYOR-ELECT.
Augusta, seventy-five years ago, it was
the road.
were assembled in town meeting.
He was
not because Augusta was the
The sentiment in Ellsworth is clearly
CHURCH NOTES
Fastidious Pet Birds.
geographical
granted unanimous consent to speak on a
centre of the State, but because it w-as
Birds &re like human beings, differing
against
any move that would involve the fight, and the election throughout was
UNITARIAN.
matter not in the warrant. Following is,
then one of the centres of trade.
greatly in character, likes, and dislikes.
building of any road between Ellsworth one of the cleanest in the history of the
Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
in substance, his address:
To-day the centre of the State is its
and the Trenton bridge that did not touch city.
They are, moreover, extremely wbimsicftL.
service
at
March
Sunday,
10—Morning
I am very anxious that the Mt. Desert at
To train them successfully one must study
The vote was smaller than that last centre of transportation, where all the
Ba>side, and that did not make the
10.30.
Sermon
the
Transit Co. build the road contemplated by
by
pastor. Sunday their dispositions. One feathered-pet of
railroads of the State centre the city of
landing here independent of any existing year, the total vote being 901 against 997
its charter from Ellsworth to Bar Harbor and
11.45
a.
m.
school
at
line of steamboats.
last year, and 1,011 in 1904. There was no Portland, the State metropolis.
my acquaintance refused to sleep at night
other parts of Mt. Desert Island. I have no
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Owing to its railroad facilities Portland
unless it had a cracker in its cage. This
Ward 2 alone polled a
The Ellsworth board of trade was repre- contest in 1905.
doubt that it will build it. It has #160.000 of
can be reached more
easily from any part
Rev. J'. D. Prigmore, pastor.
dainty was not to eat from his lordship’s
stock subscribed and has already arranged to sented yesterday at Bar Harbor by John larger vote this year than last year. Ward
of the State than any other
O. Whitney, B. T. Sowle, Charles H. Cur- 1 showed a falling off of forty-one votes,
city. It has
have surveys begin in April.
Sunday, March 10—Morning service at point of view, but to perch upon.
The whim of another was never to bathe
I am also anxious that the road shall be so tis and O. W. Tapley.
and the returns indicate that the larger splendid hotel accommodations, theatres, 10.30; sermon by pastor. Sunday school at
in the conventional white dish provided
constructed and so operated as to bring
In Hancock, and at ail points below that part of this stay-at-home vote was demo- etc., and is able to provide much more in 11.45. Evening service at 7.
for this purpose. Howrever, as he seemed
through trains or cars to Bar Harbor in ad- would be affected by the discontinuance of cratic, the republican ticket this year the way of comfort and convenience to its
heartily to enjoy shaking the drops from
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
dition to its electric way service.
a wet lettuce-leaf, thus making an imthe Maine Central line from Washington receiving only twelve less than last year. visiting legislators than can any other
BAPTIST.
If any unforeseen circumstances should prein the State.
promptu shower bath for himself, it was
Junction to the Ferry, the feeling against Ward 5 showed a falling off of twenty- city
not hard to see that the dish was at the
Rev. P. A. A. Kilt am, pastor.
vent its building I should not only be disapThe capital located at Portland would
democratic
gains.
the bill is very strong. In these localities three votes, with large
root of the objection, not the water itself.
pointed, as nearly all residents will be. but I
Sunday, March 10 Morning service at One day, instead
the
from
give
of the ordinary bath, a
legislators
State
an
of
the
its
Ward
2
sustained
up
opreputation
should be deeply chagrined at the failure of it is felt that the granting of the privileges
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
to
Japanese dish was placed in the cage.
broader
views
portunity
on
get
bills
reof
asked for in the bill would, however re- past few years
furnishing surprises.
my confident predictions.
at
the
at
11.45.
7.30.
Immediately
tiny esthete plunged into
Query meeting
to sea shore and fishery questions
With the view of assuring the building and mote the probability* make it possible for Party managers hereafter will write the lating
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30 the gaily colored dish and took a splendid
than
could possibly be had if they never
a
ward
with
bath.
obstacles
that
of
this
big?
removing possible
may arise I the Maine Central to get to Bar Harbor via probabilities
Friday evening.
visited the sea coast.
To any one wishing to train a bird I
offered in the legislature an amendment to its Trenton
bridge, and discontinue its line to mark. There is a large silent, indepenwould emphasize above all the necessity
CONGREGATIONAL.
Portland does not ask the legislature to
charter, which I then thought and now think
ward
be
reckoned
to
the Ferry. Hancock was represented yes- dent vote in this
of
gentleness,
kindness, and infinite
to be in the interest of all who feel desirous
remove the capital; it asks
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
only that the
patience. To try to force or to ill-treat
terday at Bar Harbor by Capt. O. W. Foss with. There was not a defective ballot
as I do that the
road be surely built uud so
of
the
State
shall
when
be
March
service
at
allowed
people
to
was
considyour
pet
10—Morning
beginning his education ia
|
in the ward, though there
| Sunday,
and others.
operated as to accommodate through travel.
vote on the matter.
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school j to lay the foundation of a complete failIn view* of the fact that the bill is to be erable scratching.
This amendment has met with wide disure.—The Circle.
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
The following is the vote in detail, with
approval both in Ellsworth and here. Much withdrawn, the agitation it has caused
(SOKxV
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
of the disapproval is due, I believe, to a has largely subsided. Senator Deasy’s po- the vote for mayor last year given for
When I see what is called motherhood
ROMAN CATHOLIC.
misunderstanding, but many men fully sition is clearly understood, and the ad- comparison.
in these modern times, I at once thinlc
BRAGDON—At Franklin, Feb 22, to Mr and
understanding it are strongly opposed to it.
MAYOR.
verse criticism to which he has been subJ. D. O'Brien, pastor.
Rev.
with Napoleon:
“What we need in my
Mrs Ernest Brugrton, a sou.
I offered this bill in the utmost good faith.
3
4
5 Tot. Flu.
i
2
1
JVarda.
jected seems to have been hasty. Whether
Sunday, March 10-High mass and ser- beloved France—Mothers!
BUCKMINSTER—At Sedgwick, Mar 4, to Mr
My judgment approves it now. If time had
33 98 435
r....
149 102 53
and M rs Ralph Buckminster, a son.
school
after
mass.
agree with him or not as to his Crabtree,
people
mon at 10.30.
Sunday
permitted, I might have consulted the people
15
49 93 450
116 125 67
CARTER—At Brookliu. Feb 28, to Mr and Mrs Benediction and lenten service at 4
view’s on the w’isdom of the bill, they cer- Oreely, d.
p. m.
of the county before presenting it. Time did
ai'jcrt'Mnuntt.
5
19
0
1
1
12
John P Carter, a son. [Raymond Ford.]
Defective.
his
achave
no
occasion
to
suppose
tainly
not allow this and so I consulted only the inWednesday evening at 7.30-Special
CONNER—At Castine, Feb 25, to Mr and Mrs
vestors, the persons directly interested in
the charter to be amended. The matter was
referred to the railroad committee and public
uuwic

Riven

in an me

principal paper*.

The circumstances leading to it* introduction are as follows: Feb. 10 was the last day
for the presentation of special legislation.
Any bill granting or amending a charter not
presented before Feb; 19 must go over for two
years. Shortly before Feb. 19 I carefully examined the charter of the company to ascertain if any additions were necessary to provide for possible contingencies. 1 read charters of other corporations. I talked with some
men who have had wide ‘experience in the
building and financing of railroads.
As a result of my deliberations and consultations it seemed to me that in order to meet
difficulties that might arise and to insure, as
far as possible, by liberal charter provisions,
the building of the road certain further power
should be granted to it: First, the right to
use steam: I want an electric road; the directors of the
company want nothing else; I learn
that three of the directors are very much opposed to the use of steam power, but 1 had
rather see a steam railroad built than none. I
believe it better to have through trains
brought here by steam than not at all.
It seemed to me that it might be impracticable to bring through cars here by means of
traction engines, that it might be necessary to
use steam.
I accordingly prepared a bill pro-

cRroritignnnua.

Pale, Thin,
Nervous ?
Then your blood must be in
a
You
very bad condition.
certainly know what to take,
then take it
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. If you doubt, then
consult your doctor. We know
what he will say about this
grand old family medicine.
—

This

first question your doctor would
your bowels regular?” He kuows
*fk; Are action
of the bowels is absolutely
daily
essential to recovery. Keep your liver active
and your bowels
regular by taking laxative
doses of AVer's Pills.
is the

*•

Hade

3.0. Ayer Oo.. Lowell. Mass
Also manufacturers of

A

yers

HAIR VIOOR.
AGUE CURE.
CHERRY PECTORAL.

We have no secret* ! We publish
formulas of all our medioines.

the

tion in the matter was other than open
and above board, and involved nothing
that in his judgment would not be of
benefit to his constituents.

Valuable Pearl Finds.
A poor Moro fisherman ot the 8ulu group
last
in the Philippines, it is reported,
week found a magnificent pearl as large as
The find
a marble and valued at $30,000.
was commandered by the local Datto, but
the latter was made to disgorge by the
United State army officer in charge of the
district, who ordered the pearl sold for the
benefit of the Under.
One of the most valuable American
pearls ever found was picked up in the
Wisconsin channel ot the Mississippi
river by William Bates, of Red Wing,
Minn., several months ago. The pearl is
illustrated in the Jeweler’s Circular as it
appeared in its shell. The pearl changed
hands a number of times before reaching
New York, whe*B Maurice Brower bought
It is round and white and weighs
it.
sixty-eight grains, and it is said to be the
largest fresh water pearl found in the
Mr. Brower
western waters this year.
sold the pearl to the first buyer to whom
he showed it for about $15,003.
Another valuable pearl found this year
is a pink-white round gem, weighing
This came from the
forty-five grains.
White river and has been added to a
collection now being made by a New York
jeweler commissioned by a wealthy patron
to supply a necklace of Oriental pearls.
The American pearl matches the Oriental
stock so well that it will be included.

Total.

other kinds.
The wealth of man is the number of
is
things he loves and blesses, which he
loved and blessed by.—Carlyle.
To be truly happy is a question ot how
end; of
begin, and not of how we we
have.
we want, and not of what
—Stevenson.
we

what

Husband-

Wife—Is that you George?
Yes, dear. Wife-Oh, I'm so glad! I’m
always afraid there's a man in the house
till you

come.

227 121

r.... 161
Leland. d. 144
Defective. 13

100

318

224

Hagerthy,

Total.

83

196

1906.
38 141
59
73
4
5

904

26

Irvin Conner, a sou.
HASKELL—At Deer Isle, Mar 1, to Mr and
Mrs Phil D Haskell, a daughter.
JEWELL—At Ellsworth, Mar 5, to Mr and
Mrs Fred Jewell, a daughter.
PARTRICOE—At Orland, Feb 28. to Mr and
Mrs J Fred Partridge, a son.
PIO—At Ellsworth, Feb 25, to Mr and Mrs
Harry L Pin, a daughter.
SPRAGUE—At Southwest Harbor, Mar 3, to
Mr and Mrs Chester Sprague, a son.
SPRUCE—At Ellsworth, Mar 5, to Mr and Mrs
Frank Spruce, a son.

124

81
52
2
135

101

219

Wards
1 Charles H Curtis, r.
James A McGown, d.
2 Monroe Y McGown, r.
George B Stuart, d.

545

5

MARRIED.

117

428
24

997

aldermen.

3
4

5

Martin A Garland, r.
Charles Monaghan, d.
Delbert M Higgins, r.
Alvin Staples, d.
Charles E Alexander, r.
Austin M Foster, d.

160

103
101
127

57

63

52
99

21

5

94

149
1x6

33

108

121
56
65
33

13

50

17

99

5

9

94

1

3

4

5

Charles W Joy, ..
Charles W Mason, d.
John F Royal, r.
John E Moulton, d.
Ira B Hagan, jr, r.
William E Clough, d.
Asa W Maddocks, r.
Olin L Sargent, d.
John A Lord, r.
Harvard C Jordan, d.

149

116
107
123
56
65
83
50
99

33

16
9

17
5

94

CONSTABLES.

1

3
4
5

Reuben S Sargent, ..
Samuel S Estey, d.
Howard F Whitcomb, r.
Moses 1 Mayo, d.
William H Brown, r.
Edward T Finn, d.
Hoyt E Austin, ..
Vincent M Carter, d.
Dorephus L Fields, ..
Charles J Brown, d.

149

33

116

107
123
56
65

16
9

34
49

97
95

15
2

ELECTIONS ELSEWHERE.

Municipal elections

were

held

in

ten

other Maine cities on Monday.
Rockland, which last year went democratic for the first time in twenty-three
years, swung back into the republican
column. The republican candidate for
mayor had a plurality of only nine.
Qardiner elected its full republican
ticket without contest. Hallowell elected
a democratic mayor by very close vote, a
recount being necessary.
Bath elected a democratic mayor, but
the republicans retain control in the
board of aldermen.
citizens-democratic mayor
In Saco a
and a majority of the aldermen were

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

ARTIFICIAL

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Sunday, March 10—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor.
Sunday school
at 11.45. Junior league at 2.30. Epworth
league at 7. Evening service at 7.30.

TEETH

Rev.

Mr. Simonton.
The ladies’ aid society will meet with
Mrs. S. L. Lord

GOODALE—MOORE—At Amherst, Feb 28, by
J H Patten, esq, Mrs Mary Goodale, of
Ellsworth, to Clifton Moore, of Mariaville.
HANCOCK-MYRICK-At Birch Harbor, Mar
2, by Rev G Mayo, Miss Lola M Hancock, of
Birch Harbor, to Harvey L Myrick, of Winter Harbor.
MOORE—DOW—At Ellsworth, Mar 3, by Rev
J PSimontou. Mrs Birdelia Moore to Adelbert F Dow, both of Ellsworth.
SMITH-BRAYMER—At Seattle, Wash, Feb
13, Mrs Evelyn Dorr Smith, formerly of
Ellsworth, to Arthur A Braymer, of Seattle,
RICHARDS—DA Y—At Southwest Harbor, Feb
27, by Rev O G Barnard. Mrs Lillia M Richards, of New Portland, to Clarence Day, of
Southwest Harbor.

DIED.

WITHOUT

Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Trenton—Preaching Sunday at 2 p. m.

31

WARD CLERKS.

2

lenten service.

58

WARDENS.

S Milton Beckwith, r.
Harvard H Lord, d.
2
Sewall T Royal, r.
William E Harriugton, d.
3 Levi W Bennett, ..
M^rthur W Salisbury, d.
4 William A Austin, r.
Joseph H McGown, d.
5
George M Campbell, r.
Fred P Haynes, d.
1

2

Hints For Shavers.
Keep a bottle of vaseline with your
shaving set. Apply a very little to the
face before lathering. You will get a nice
lather, and it will require no rubbing in.
You will be especially pleased to find how
“light” your hand is, and how much
better your face feels when you have
finished. For hot or cold, hard or soft
water, try the best glycerine soap for your
shaving, and see if you don’t discard all
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VOTE FOR MAYOR IN

PLATES!

Thursday

at 2 p. m.
will meet with Mrs.

The Busy Bees
Johnson Saturday at 2 p.

By

Ada

Mme. Calve, in an interview that she accorded to a young woman journalist, imputed her success to hard work. “There
are many good voices,” she said, “that
the world will never hear because their
i owners are too indolent to develop them.
It is like the story of the farmer. Lookj
j ing up from his magazine the farmer said
vehemently to his wife one night: ‘Do
you know what I’d have done if I had
the woman
been
‘Yes,
Napoleon?
answered.
‘You’d have settled down in

bridge
teeth

work we atto

healthy

denture at moderate cost.

|

Don’t be satisfied with “moder-

ately good” dentistry ! The
best is cheapest in the long

very
run.

We guarantee the very best every
time.
Appointments made by

mail, telephone

and spent your life grumbling
about bad luck and hard times.

or

in person.

C. E. Sim. D. D.

iUmntiscnunts.

57 Main St.,

Bangor, Me.

Enjoy Eating.
Good Digestion Can be Readily Gained
with Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets.

DRIVE BRIDGE

If you cannot eat and enjoy three
good hearty meals a day without a
feeling of discomfort, your stomach is
weak and needs to be strengthened
with Mi-o-na stomach tablets.
The

remarkable

curative
and
strengthening powers of Mi-o-na in
stomach disorders is attested by the
guarantee which G. A. Parcher gives
with every 50o box, “I refund the
money if Mi-o-na fails to cure.”
If you suffer from indigestion, distress after eating, specks before the
eyes, headaches, pains in the back
and side, sleeplessness, or any of the
other symptoms of stomach troubles,
begin to use Mi-o-na stomach tablets
at once.
G. A. Parcher sells them in
60o boxes with a guarantee to refund
the money unless they cure.

REMEMBER
EREIVK H.

of

roots, making a perfectly comfortable, serviceable and durable

Corsica,
BOWDEN—At Cape Rosier, Feb 28, Horatio
Bowden, aged 80 years.
CLARK—At Southwest Harbor, Mar 3, Capt
Nathan Clark, aged 65 years.
CORTESI—At Stonington, Feb 25, Nicola
Luigi Bruno, infant son of Mr and Mrs
Antonio Cortesi, aged 1 day.
CRABTREE—At Franklin, Mar 1, Julia Maria,
infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Seth H
Crabtree, aged 11 months, 2 days.
GRAY—At West Brooksville, Feb 28, Thomas
C Gray, aged 82 years.
HALE—At North Brooklin, Feb 28, Minnie
Tilton, wife of Herbert H Hale, aged 46
years, 3 months.
HOPKINS—At Trenton. Mar 3, Mrs Martha
Hopkins, aged 83 years, 9 months, 27 days.
Mar 1,
MOREY—At Stonington,
Sarah
Lucinda, wife of John Morey, jr, aged 42
years, 8 months, 25 days.
ROYAL—At Ellsworth, Mar 5, Dorothy, infant
twin daughter of Mr and Mrs Allan P Royal,
aged 11 weeks.
SMITH-At Swan’s Island, Feb 28, Mrs Benjamin Smith, aged 85 years.
I SMITH—At Pretty Marsh, Feb 26, Nettie E,
wife of Richmond L Smith, aged 62 years, 5
months, 11 days.
SPRAGUE—At Swan’s Island, Feb 15, Galen
Sprague, aged 3 years, 4 months, 2 days.
STOVER-At Sedgwick. Feb 28, Harland B
Stover, aged 19 years, 5 months, 10 days.
TARBOX—At Melrose Highlands, Mass, Mar
3, Newell I, son of Irving H and Lucy A Tarbos, formerly of West Brooksville, aged 22
years, 2 months.

means

tach artificial

m.

MOSES, Bar Harbor.

i

SCORE
1

CENT

CARDS.
EACH.

FOB SALE AT THE

AMERICAN

OFFICE.

Moses Flowers
and Fine Floral Work for any and
every occasion
Open all the year round

taken sick and died. Dr. Alonzo Cleave*,
of Bar Harbor, pronounced it paralysis.

'MER1CAN hat nbwilwri a( 107
tf Iho 217 pout-ofleet in Hancock county.
AH the other papert in the County eomMuod do not reach to many. The AMERIMf-

CAS it

not

only paper printed

the

and hut

Mrs. Joseph E. Dnnn returned Monday
from Aroostook county, having spent the
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Lowell, of
Blaine, and her sister, Mrs. Perry, of
Caribou.
B.
March

in

never claimed

to

Mmaeock county,
ta, but it it the only paper that can proparty he called a County paper; all th
4._
The eireularoot are merely local paper#
SEAL COVE.
Bar
the
lion of The American, barring
IN MEMORIAM.
Harbor Accord’# cummer lilt, it larger
than that of all the other papert printed
It seems to the correspondent that the
tm Hancock county.
death of a prominent citizen claims more
than a simple passing notice. Capt.
James S. Powers, who recently passed
away, was one of a large family, a son of
Jlwr additional Count v New»t nee other paffts
the late Dea. Hale Powers, born at Deer
CAST1NE.
The Eastern Stars conferred the degrees
on one candidate Thursday night.
Herman Wescott, of Boston, is visiting
Jus parents, David Wescott and wife.
James Douglas, who has been in poor
health for a long time, is seriously ill.
MissZelma Simpson, of Stonington, is
Visiting her sister, Mrs. J. L. Hooper.
The bridge whist club was entertained
Batarday afternoon at the Castine house
by Mrs. J. M. Vogell.
Miss Lena McKinney, who has been at
the home of J. L. Hooper, returned to her
home at Lincolnville this morning.
The steamer Golden Rod made a special
trip on Sunday to Sears port to carry to his
home there the Rev. Robert G. Harbutt
and family.
Postmaster C. H. Hooper leaves Tuesday
a much-needed vacation of
two weeks. He will visit his daughter in
Portland, also his sons in Milltown,
Mass., and Providence, R. I.

morning for

Birthday parties among

the

At the

children are
week there
Dr. George

grandfather,

Katherine,
Walker for

Eastern Star hall Thursday

even-

For additional

Count* Now

—o

other page»

WEST SULLIVAN.
Charles Butler

was

in Ellsworth Satur-

day.
Adah Farnsworth is at home after
short visit at Hancock Point.
Mrs. Lizzie Blaisdell has returned
Franklin after visiting relatives here.

j

a

Congregational divine,

winter

es-

over.

March 4.

tablished the first Congregational church
on
Mt. Desert island, at what is now
His grandfather, a
Southwest Harbor.

Oliver McNeil is ill.

Quarry.

from

SORRENTO.

drews’ for

a

no

of Bar Harbor,
last week doing some electrical work at the Ewing cottage.
|
!
Cora E. Stover, Lillian Bartlett and
Grace E. Trundy visited Sunrise council,
D. of L., at Ellsworth Thursday night.
in

Mr. Dodge, the high school
teacher, who
closes the winter term
Thursday, was
joined by his sister Monday, for the
The infant daughter of Seth Crabtree
and wife died of
pneumonia Friday.
Funeral service was held at their home
Sunday, Rev. Mr. Lorimer officiating.

The ladies’ aid society will meet at the ^
Methodist vestry Tuesday afternoon,1
serving a 6 o’clock supper. Arrangements
will be made lor the annual town
meeting
dinner.
I
William A. Crabtree, of South Hancock, ’
drove np last week for his wife, who had !
been here several days visiting relatives. !
Unfortunately their valuable horse was

of ice, the steamboat has not
been coming here since last Tuesday. The
mail and express
come by team
from

March 4.

■

drugs

there

was a

wife,

when

and

no

alcohol.

ft 1.00.

The Story o<

extremely popular with men
everywhere. It works so gently and
effectively that it never fails to bring
relief, and at the same time
interferes with business.

quiet

daughter Lola
Myrick, of Winter
Harbor,
by Rev. Gideon
Mayo. After the ceremony they left for
Winter Harbor where they will reside.
They have the best wishes of their many
were

D EX meiM
kirtu;*’ and the
combi nation makes
Rf.xall ‘king of

never

all.”

We have proven
and t i me a gain
that Kexall Remedies are kings above
all others.
For mote than
two years an expert
travelled all over
the world in search
of extraordinary
remedies.
When
ever he beard of a
wonderful cure ot
any nature he did
not rest until he personally could see
the effect of the
prescription used.
Where he found the
remedy perfect he
purchased the pre
script ion, but tt was
never used as a Rex
all remedy until the
propert ies had been
analthoroughly
yzed by the chem
ists and physicians
of the United Drug

their

Orderlies

married

have

March 4.

C.

and

wife,

of

Patten's
Bowden and wife.

cause

Boothbav,

the market.

on

They are entirely new
Positively do not gripe or
Quickly and permanently

and better.

LEACH'S POINT.

Thursday.
Peleg Patten
visiting Mrs.

of the faults of the other laxa-

none

tives

friends.

nausea.

and sluggish liver. Are
any constipative reaction.
Regulate the bowels perfectly. Try them
and you will understand what an improve-

constipation

cure

followed

not

are

parents, Willis

ment

Miss Gertrude L. Churchill, who has attended the winter term of normal school,
has returned home.

they

by

are over

Pleasant,

other remedies.

vanilla flavored tablets.

(12 tablets) lOo.
Bex (36 tablets) 25c.

Small Box

Thurman Snowman and wife, of South
Orrington, spent Sunday with his parents, Isaac Snowman and wife.
March 4.
\I.

Large

E. C.

Eugene Butler

was ip Bangor last week.
Mrs. Della Clark is ill with appendi-

Company.

MOORE, Druggist

WEST FRANKLIN.

the

^OrtaJlL

STORE

Miss Angie Smith is at home from the
Maine Central institute.
Mrs. Asenath Springer and Mrs. AraDeBeck have pneumonia.
Halcie Coombs and Miss Abbie West
were married
Saturday evening, March 2.
Charles Graffam, of Bar Harbor, and
George Eddy, of Seal Harbor, are hauling
wood for S. S. Scammon.
March

KINEO RANGES

minta

BAKE THE BEST.

4._Ch’e’er.

The construction of these

SURRY.
Rev.
weeks’

J. D. McGraw is out
illness.

after

stoves

of the flues and
are

Misses Esther Emery,
Lena Sperry
Nellie Curtis returned from normal

and

school

Thursday.

H. A. Gasper who

furnished
r.

Capt. Eugene Gasper and wife left for
Boston Thursday. Capt.
Gas^ will run
small steamer

from Boston toHull.

Mar. 4.

EGYPT.
Miss Marion R. West is at home from
Castine normal school.

Percy Clark, who is attending the Maine
Central institute, is spending his vacation
at home.

visit.

Mar. 4.

W.

LAMOINE.
Misses Ethel Reynolds and Lena
King

returned

from

desired.

Castine

normal

school

| Thursday.
Victor Reed, of Greenville
Junction,
and his sister, Miss Izetta, of
Bangor,
I were guests of W. K.
Salisbury and wife

|

ti.
AIKEN
Agent.
M TTER MFG. CO., Bangor. Mo.

Banking.

a

a

as

was

operated upon
for appendicitis about one
year ago, is
still in poor health.

a

and the

arrangement
damper* are
bound to produce wonderful
results. Coal or wood linings

two

a

Mrs. Mary Gray and daughter Lizzie
viaiting in Boston.

New York for

Mouth

6°/;
Is what your money will
invested in shares of the

Sltai!
now

open.

WHY

Gum-Boil*

if

LoiaojiBiflim Assn

A
Is

earn

W

M

North LaUnion of Christian Endeavor at West Franklin Thursday and had a very enjoyable meeting.
March 4.
i1

NORTH LAMOINE.
Miss Eunice Coggins will go to Cambridge, Mass., Tuesday to spend some
time with her sister, Mrs. James Tweedie.
Friends of Mrs. S. Y. Springer, a former
resident of this town, are pained to learn
of her serious illness at the home of her
son in Foxcroft.
March 4.
y.

Cankers
Sore Gum*

^

WEW SERIES
Shares, SI each,- monthly fayments, 81 per share,

PAY RENT

when

you

can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce iT every month?
Monthly
patments snd Interest together
will

amount to but little more
than you are now
paying tor
*ud *D alM)ut
years you

wi'll*

OWN YOUR OWN
HOME.
Fori particulars Inquire of
llEVHV W. Cubhmav,
Sec’y,
N"'*Bank B‘d*A. W. Knro.

President!"*

9eallnq
antiseptic

liquid

last week.

Eleven from this district and
I moine
attended the Local

j

laxative lias be-

wed-

Mrs. E. E. Scammon, jr., and little
[laughter Mary Catherine have gone to

i

improved

come

Pearl Ames, who has purchased a house
in Bucksport, moved his household
goods

;

new.

i Merle and Harvey

DEER ISLE.

ALL DRUGGISTS I 60c. AND

This

t i me

Saturday evening
and

T.

Food In concentrated form for sick and
well, young and old, rich and poor.
no

A Favorite Bowel-Medicine
With Men

ding at the residence of B. W. Hancock

Waukeag ferry.
Dr. McCann, of Bangor, assisted by Drs.
Phelps and Bridgham, of Sullivan, performed a serious operation on Mrs. Ethel
Andrews last Wednesday, and under the
care of Miss Gertrude Crabtree, of Hancock, a trained nurse, she is doing as well
as can be expected.
It is hoped she will
gain rapidly.

Most people know that if they have
been sick they need Scott's Emulsion to bring back health and strength.

And it contains

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

them.

On account

It keeps up the athlete’s strength, puts fat
on thin people, makes a fretful
baby happy,
brings color to a pale girl’s cheeks, and prevents coughs, colds and consumption.

dosing days.

In a dust tight,
moisture proof package.

BIRCH HARBOR.

■

But the strongest point about Scott’s
Emulsion is that you don’t have to be
sick to get results from it.

Mrs. Effie Macomber and son Thomas
came from West Sullivan
Saturday, after a
visit of a few days.

Uneeda Biscuit

F. Bickford and wife, of Winter Harbor, spent Sunday among friends here.
On their return home they were accompanied by Mrs. Bickford's sister, Miss
Ethel Cowperthwaite, who willj visit

Tuesday.

Tennyson evening.

because for value received there
is no food so economical as

M.

Miss B. Ruth Savage, who has been in
Ellsworth the past week, returned home

The literary club will meet with Mrs.
Carrie Havey Monday, March
4, for a

Save More

R.

town

Miss Esther Dwelley has closed her
school at Cranberry Isles, and came home
last week.

[4*

because a well-ndurished body
has greater productive capacity.
Thus you will also be able to

end of amusement.

Mar. 4.

Stephen A. Hammond,

was

Earn More

short time.

Hall

Mrs. Genevieve Collins and little daughter Virginia returned from a week’s visit
in Bangor Friday.

you will be able to

of the programme
the entertainment of Granite lodge,
'l.O. G. T., last Saturday evening was an
old-fashioned spelling match.
It was
few greatly enjoyed by all parties and caused

■SCfim,Si-mcnu
home

foods—Uneeda Biscuit—the
only perfect soda cracker. Then

for

j

at

of the most nutritious off flour

Among the numbers

Vox Populi.

Mrs. Hannah Johnson, who has been
held at the Unitarian church Sunday residents of the town, died at 10 o’clock quite ill, is much improved.
evening. Mnsic from Longfellow’s writ- Sunday morning in her eighty-fourth
Capt. Parker Lowe fell on the ice Saturings was rendered, and Rev. Mr. Douthit year. Her life was ever marked by pa- day, fracturing his collar bone.
a
constant devotion to her family
Bpoke on the life of the poet. A letter tience,
The senior class in the high school will
was read from Miss Alice Longfellow and cheerfulness to all who knew her.
The
motto
of her life was “She hath done furnish dinner for the toirn meeting.
expressing her pleasure that an exercise
what she could”. She leaves three sons,
Judge E. P. Spofford and wife, who have
of that sort was to be held in Castine.
Nelson E., William M. and George Hop- been spending a few weeks at Augusta,
The winter term of the normal school
kins, with whom she lived and was cared are at home.
dosed Wednesday. On account of the ice for so
tenderly through her declining
Philip Small, who has betn employed
blockade the students were obliged to
is survived also
years. She
by one for the past two years at H. H. Hay’s,
drive to Bucksport in the early morning
Daniel L. McFarland, and one Portland, is at home.
1 brother,
to take the 9 o’clock train.
They just sister, Mrs. Mariam Williams* who lives
Mrs. Dorothy Parker and Mrs. Adams,
missed it, but owing to the courtesy of in the
West.
who have been stopping at the Pleasant
the Maine Central officials, a special train
March 4.
S.
View, have returned to Rosendale, Mass.
was sent down from Bangor to get them
there in time to get their several trains
Reta Staples, who has been employed at
GREAT POND.
for home.
Rev. L. H. Bosworth, was called to her
Clarence Williams and
wife
have
home at Swan’s Island Saturday,
by the
returned from Amherst, where they have
death of her grandmother.
been for a few weeks.
NORTH CASTINE.
March 4.
Rex.
Mrs. Mary Williams and her niece, Miss
David Dunbar is in Boston.
Grace Collar, will leave Friday for FrankTRENTON.
Mrs. W. C. Curtis, of Waldoboro, is vislin. After a visit there, Mrs. Williams
Albert Law* and Harry Roberson, of Bar
iting at Edward West’s.
will return to Bangor and Miss Grace
Harbor, w*re in town Wednesday.
George A. Oakes, of Hancock, is the ot Brighton, Mass.
The next cottage meeting will be at the 1
guest of Burton Wardwell and family.
No mail from Saturday night until
residence of Mrs.
William Hopkins
Misses Annie and Grace Leach have reWednesday noon owing to the most drift- March 8.
turned to Portland after a week’s vacation.
I
ing storm of the season. A little proErnesto
of New' York, lost a
Misses Josephine Dunbar and Florence gramme had been
arranged for Wednesday valuable Fabbri,
horse last Tuesday which w'as !
Snow returned Friday from a short
trip to evening in memory of Longfellow, but
boarding at the Stafford farm.
Boston and Vermont.
only a few could get out.
James J. Farley, who has had employMarch 3.
E.
Capt. Bradley Lowell, who was a guest
ment at the Stafford farm for
at Mrs. Augusta Leach’s last
nearly five
week, left
WEST
HANCOCK.
months, has gone to Bar Harbor.
Thursday for Bucksport.
Edward Graves is quite ill.
A crowd of young people from EllsA. K. Dodge, who recently purchased a
Sherman Abbott is at home from the worth spent Thursday evening w ith D. B.
law-mill of Horatio Crie, at
Criehaven, woods.
Hamilton and wife. During the evening
has had it brought by steamer and is erecting it where he formerly had a brickGeorge B. Bridges is employed at the games were played and refreshments
served. All report a fine time.
yard.
Junction.
March 4.
M ay.
The friends of Mrs. Nellie Hutchins are
Raymond Miles has a position on the
»<*rry to hear that she is obliged to go to the Bangor & Aroostook railroad.
MAN3ET.
hospital in Bangor for a second operation.
Misses Idylene and Iva Shute enterStock for the Manset Cold
All hope for a speedy and permanent re- tained
Storage Co.
their friends Friday evening.
has been fully taken, the bulk of it in
covery.
Miss Blanche Smith h is gone to Wilder, j Gloucester, Mass., and at Manset.
The
March 4.
Xj.
Vt., where she will be employed in a hotel. building is to be constructed on the
March 3.
Sumac,
wharf
of John L. Stanley. It will be
j
FRANKLIN.
j
is

Eat More

call for completion by August 1.

WINTER HARBOR.
William P. Quptill is quite ill.

to

P. L. Aiken is in- New York for a
physician, was in the early days the only
on business.
physician practicing on Deer Isle. His days
Sadie Robertson is working at John Anfather, Hale Powers, was in the U. S.

ing, in the absence of gas for lighting, naval service for some years.
large Rochester lamps were used. One of
Capt. Powers leaves a widow and
them slipped from its brackets, falldaughter, Miss Myra, three brothers at
to
the
but
struck in such a way Deer
ing
floor,
Isle, and one in Manhattan, Kan.,
that it was extinguished without explod- three sisters at Deer
Isle, and one in GarIng.
diner, also a large number of more disWord was received here Friday of the tant relatives. Friends extend sympathy
serious illness of Charles Morey at Belfast. to the sorrowing family.
Hr. Morey was just recovering from an
March 4.
N.
operation for appendicitis. He was for a
WEST TRENTON.
time dangerously ill, but now is in a fair
The gift society of King’s Daughters
way to recover. His father and brother
Arthur left here Friday evening by team furnished dinner at Evergreen hall for
via Bucksport to be with him.
the town meeting.
Mrs. Daniels, of Boston,
was
called
Owing to the ice blockade, Castine was
home recently by the illness of her mother,
cat off from water communication for a
C.
N. Thompson.
number of days, but on Friday the steam- Mrs.
ers Golden Rod and Silver Star made a
Saturday evening Mrs. Annie Davis
combined effort to break the bar of ice at pleasantly entertained in honor of her
the mouth of the harbor, which, with the brother, Mr. Mathews, of Boston, who is
assistance of a number of citizens with visiting bis mother, Mrs A. 8. Hopkins.
ice saws, they were able to do.
Mrs. Martha Hopkins, widow of Capt.
A Longfellow memorial exercise was Nelson Hopkins, and one of the oldest

.fioscoe Gay

tract

a

will

Archibald Havey was in Augusta last
J. H. Snyder, of Steuben, was in town
week, a guest of his brother, Hep. A. P. this week.
Havey.
Henry E. Frazier went to Ellsworth
Mrs. Sargent, of South Gouldsboro, is Tuesday to visit relatives.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Mary A.
Harry E. Hooper has purchased the
Hooper.
house formerly occupied by Capt. W. W.
Isle in that portion that is now Sunset.
The telephone lecture Wednesday was Sumner.
Capt. Powers left home at the age of
It is regretted so few atAn election ball was held at the town
twelve to reside with an uncle, Peter interesting.
tended.
hall Monday evening. Music by Farrar’s
Powers, of Winterport. In early manhood
W. H. Moore and wife have gone to orchestra.
he went West, and was in trade there,
Miss Minnie Morrison, who has been
remaining 1 bout four years. Returning their home in Prospect Harbor after
East he came to this portion of Tremont SDending the winter with H. H. Havey and visiting relatives in town, returned to her
about thirty-r.ine years ago, settled here, wife.
work at the Bar Harbor telephone exand built up a prosperous trade. He held
Capt. J. K. Mitchell, who has been change Wednesday.
town office, and was for some years a spending a few weeks
in Milbridge,
Alexander B. Whitehouse has purchased
member of the school board of Tremont, returned Saturday accompanied by his the house and store
occupied by James W.
in
educational
interest
a
taking
deep
brother, Harold Mitchell.
Wescott, and will put in a stock of goods
his
best
efforts
and
forth
matters,
putting
Preparations are being made for an later in the season.
for the welfare of his town.
E.
March 4.
(1old folks concert” at K. of P. hall April
and
reader
was
a
deep
Capt. Powers
10. As nothing of this kind has been atand
a
WEST
EDEN.
thinker, a well-informed man,
tempted here for some time, it is thought
gifted conversationalist. In politics he it can be made a great success. Singers
Ernest Hall, who is attending school in
been
He had
was republican.
postmaster from East Sullivan and Sullivan will, Pittsfield, is at home for two weeks.
conhere for many years—a painstaking,
assist.
School closed Friday for a short 1 vacaHis
scientious and courteous official.
One of the latest rumors is that a lock tion. Miss Mabel Smith deserves great
sterling worth was known and appre- will be
placed at Falls point, thereby giv- credit for briuging the school up to its
ciated by a wide circle of acquaintances
continuous ‘‘high tide”. This, with high standing.
ing
and friends in this and other states.
the dam rumor,
1 hi house of D. G. Hall caught fire Friexplained, means
Capt. Powers’ great-great-grandfather. that the river properly
may be dammed to keep the day morning from a burning chimney. By
Sir Peter Powers, the first of the name to
water from ebbing, and is one of the ex- prompt action of the neighbors, a serious
come to America from England, was a civil
citing things which help “bridge” the tire was averted.
engineer in the royal service. His great-

COUNTY NEWS.

the order of the day. Last
were two, one at the home of
E. Parsons for his daughter
and one at the home of W. A.
Miss Miriam Walker.

three stories high, and is to be built under the direction of a contractor from
Massachusetts, who understands about
cold storage houses. Machinery for the
structure is to be brought from Philadelphia. Preparations are being made for
work to commence in April. The con-

COUNTY NEWS.
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This Liquid X-Z*i“
heals mouth sores )u*•
quickly as it does any
sore. You simply ™**®:
mouth with this hqt»“
cure cankers, gum-oow.
and all such sores. lt**F
the gum« from gro*i»f
away from the teeth. St,
Mitchell, 84 State
Boston, says “I
from mouth sores *aa(~
***
kers for months
*
rinsing mv mouth
X-Zalia my gums heal*,}

PATENTS
T/u liquid that grows healthy
Eczema Sores
Torn Flesh
Ulcers

CASNOWI
OPPOSITE

U

S

PATENT OFFICE

^ASHIHCTON

nr

Scaly Itching

Pimples

flesh,

on

any &*•

Funning• Se***

Mouth Sorts
I'artco* "**
Chapytd H**»

Head Catarrh,
Carbuncles
All you do is to
simplj keep the sore wet with
Uet a Me. bottle from
any druggist to-day.

\

X"2*-*

--

FREE BOOKLET I’?
xjulisCor^
Battery march St

Subecribe fer The Americas

BOUNTY

NEWS.

i9,bo! Parker is quite iU.

Pneu-

,onU is,cared'

who has been quite
C. A. Conary,
>»

Life

Gertie Lally and Lealie
of Longfellow,

improving.

iwith grip*
has ■°1'1 hi* •*rm 10 Mrs.
erf Bridges
and son Jasper.
p. Alim
wife are both on the slok
F Cole and
Mrs. Q. W. F. Hill,
, Their daughter,
is earing for them.

(Hebron,

is working for Dr. Hagcrthy.
H#rr_v pert
his family to the tenement
has moved
vacated by Edward Gray.

l^ntly

ice plant is finished and
moved to Sargentville to be
work are returning home,
^ their
Lancaster is visiting in Degre. J. H.
Miss Bernice Lancaslois. Her niece,
keeping house during her absence.
ffle„ who

j,

second mate of steamer
F C. Allen,
for Camden to
bmaquid. left. Wednesday
the steamer in readiness
gist in getting
»rtbe spring service.
of dtonington, has purJohn Cousins,
old steamboat
btsed the house near the
wiling known
ill move his

as

the

Flye house,

and

family here.

Riverside hall FriThere
under the management of
IJ evening,
Arrangements are
irkpr Hinckley.
a
mask ball for next
eing made for
was a

dance at

gordsy evening.
The ladies of the Hillside circle will
irnish dinner to-day at the home of John
riend, for the convenience of the town
„tera. In the evening they will hold a
.he town house.

jcwbleat

The entertainment given by the ladies'
ublic improvement society was quite a
uness. every selection being well renkred. Especial mention should be made
if the orchestra, composed of
Henry
Ralph Buckminster,
[eaney, violin;
arjo; James Eaton, harp; Henry Morgan,
imbourine and William Robbins, bones.
H.
Marrh J.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Mrs.

Foster

Pierce is quite ill with acute

'beams ism.

Harry Stover, of Bluehill, is working
D. E. Allen at Mill brook farm.

or

Stewart, of Ellsworth, is work*
ng for L. P. Swett at Allen’s mill.
Frederic Cole, of North Brook 1 in, visAlbert

grandfather,

ted his

David

Thurston,

lust

y.

vt

Mrs. Clara Clapp, of Sargentville, was
Mrs. Ada Allen Friday and

he guest of

itarday.
Haslam has returned from his
Mariaville.
Ills father, William
tolam, came w ith him for a visit.
Alonzo

isit in

Bettcl, of Patten, and J. B. B *ttel,
Bluehiil, were in town Sunday, visit-

A M.
>f

parents, Robert Bettcl and wife.
March!.
Rae.

ng their

EAST ORLAND.

Warren; singing,“The

Bertha Dorr went to Dedham Fria short visit.

lay on
George White and wife
'hursday and Friday.

were

in Bangor

Miss Mabel llarriman is working in W.
Wentworth’s store.
Work

dam is progressing. Quite
quantity of stone is in place.
Mrs. Maggie Grindle, with son William,
on

visiting

s

on

and

the

her

Wreck of the Hes

March 4.

____

>

Lester Smith has bought Joseph Wooster’s boat.

Friendship

on

,

patronized
bad walking.

as

usual

owing

parents, William Robert-

wife.

John Churchill and wife arrived home
a visit with their daughter,
Irs. Thomas Dorr, of Booth bay.
Walter V. Leach had the misfortune to
»reak his leg
Monday. He was standing
nthe front of his sled when the oxen
ut frightened and threw him beneath the
led.

uesday from

March -1.

M.

as

was

a

GOTT’S ISLAND,
frank A. Babbidge, who went to Portend
Thursday for treatment at the hos•Ual, arrived home Sunday.
Charles H. Harding and wife arrived
Iere last
Sunday. Mrs. Harding has spent
“ost of

winter with her parents, N.
Trask and wife, at Atlantic.
Amos W. Staples was called to Atlantic
T the illness of his
mother, Mrs. E. M.
Naples. Mrs. Staples died Wednesday
The
funeral was held at the Bap|*8ht.
°H“rch Sunday; interment at Rose
‘ill
the

J®t

cemetery.
School here taught by M^s Bertha Pet-

ee’ °* Dnionville, closed March 1.
umber of pupils

Whole

registered, eighteen;
verage, twelve; not absent one-half day:
ohn M.
Don
Driscoll,
Eldridge, Horace
Mdiug, Clarence Harding, Harvey
loore, Leslie Morrill, Mabel Trask, Pearly
Task.

March

4.

Chips.

HALL QUARRY.
Don Harriman and
wife, who visited
*
atives in Sedgwick last
week, returned
'°me

Friday.
Howard Robertson
.e ron» " Here he will

left last week for
enter a sanitarium,
““"W friends hope he may be bene-

6
r

number from this village attended
the Southwest Har-

*iven Hy
nama
ramatic Co. in

venmg.
"ork

Somesville, Monday

the McMnllan quarries is susforce
fora
or ““til the arrival of the
chnniaciti!OI,»
ner Thomas B. Garland
with coal.
arcH
Pebble.
on

‘“definitely, and the office
bnrt?.one^° their respective homes

OTIS.

The centennial
^

celebration of Longow a
birthday was observed by the
uaren of school No. 2 with the followJl Programme: Singing; “The Chilr

Found at Last.

^

Li*ei“0w, West Va.,
Have found the perfect
ill tho* Va8t
dt^pnointa
me; and for
feternTtfit“®yeiv
1 °tHers afflicted with
torpid
'akp !?• v-onic constipation, will say:
8
Lilfe Pills.” Guarateed
250 at E* G* Moore’s,
1

Pver

.oS1?*

^lgi8Lt,8factory-

a

main points of interest. One
large red automobile. The other
young man lying comfortably

the front seat of the red automobile. fast ndeep. Incidentally, even to
the lay eye of inexperience, there was
on

unmistakably

something

the mattei
It was lop-

been stepped ou.
Hut there was nothing the matter
with the young man. He was sleeping

to the

Tbe ice in the harbor gives the fisher- I peacefully, calmly, his knees elevated
tentwlse, his arms folded like a slummuch trouble, but by working at it
almost every day they have managed to tiering brave in effigy on bis breast,
keep the harbor open as far as Parker’s * and Sue laughed softly to herself and
wharf; kabove that the ice is used as a 1 looked up and down the road.
It was deserted. Between 6 and 7
bridge.
Schools here closed last
week. The
hardly any one ever passed along the
primary was taught by Mrs. Neva Swan shore road. It was the dinner hour
Parker, who has taught many successful up at the inn. And people who knew
terms here. Eben Hodgkins, of Lamoine,
what they were about never took the
had the grammer school and was urgently
shore road, anyway, not with red auto
requested by the pupils to return for the
mobiles. It was a short cut, of course,
next term.
Mr. Hodgkins is a veteran
to the inn, but primarily—and legally—
teacher, having taught more than one hunit was a private road leading' to the
dred terms.
Varian estate, and to Hartley Vartan's
March. 4.
X. Y. Z.
mind the only blot on the fair face of
nature In the summer time were sumPROSPECT HARBOR.
Miss Rebecca Lulkin arrived Sunday to mer boarders and red automobiles.
Suddenly the young man moved restvisit relatives.
lessly. Mosquitoes were plentiful in
There was a dance in Columbus hall
the shade of the maples.
lie sighed,
Friday evening.
opened his eyes, caught sight of the
Mrs. Ida Fernald, of Gouldsboro, is a bay mare anil neat black road cart
guest of Mrs. J. F. Perry for a few weeks. and sat up.
W. P. Hew ins, of Boston, arrived Mon“Has he got back?"
The question was one of dazed conday at A. Hamilton’s, for a visit of a few
Sue returned his stare* with
cern.
days.
Mrs. L. 8. Ray and Miss Mary Blance grave interest.
“I don't know what you mean. You
spent a few days in Bangor the last of the j
have had kf>me accident?"
week.
“Some accident!"
The young nru:
W. F. Bruce and wife entertained an in- j
became troubled and explosive.
"We
vited party both Tuesday and Saturday of
came mighty near hilling ourselves and
last week.
smashing the machine to splinters over
E. W. Cleaves and v ife, Frank Wake th.’t -that—rope.
Didn’t you see the
field and wife and VV. F. Bruce and wife
| rn: e?"
went to Steuben Sunday to attend the
Miss Varian’s tone was
“A rope?”
funeral cf Leonard Cleaves.
mild and sympathetic.
March 4.
C.
“Stretched across the road on r.
\V':i
1* > e. and v.o rode bang into it.
NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
son. that’s the chauffeur, has goi“
Curtis Durgam and son Ira, of Bangor,
somewhere to got help. Wc missed ti e
were in to*n last week.
road a few miles buck.*
“Were you hurt?”
James Staples, quartermaster on the
“.I: st a little jolted.
I presume’ the
steamer Larchmont, has arrived home.
owner of the ro]»e hoped for funerals”—
The ladies’ aid society held a 10-cent
‘•There was a funeral here a few
supper at Goodell’s hall, Feb. 26. Frodays ago,” interposed Miss Verkin
ceeds, $120.
gently. “That is why the rope was
Mrs. Clara Condon, who has been very
pi t up. I believe, to turn back any
ill of pneumonia at the home of her
stray autos and prevent any more fudaughter, Mrs. Hollie Lymburner, is still nerals. A red one ran over a calf”—
very low. Her daughters, Miss Bernice,
“Calf?”
of liar Harbor, Mrs. Ivan Farnham end
“It was a pet calf,” rernmed Miss
Mrs. Herman Tapley, of Castine, are with
Vartan firmly, “and it was with its
her.
mother. It had a perfect right to ramC.
March 4.
ble along this road and automobiles
haven’t.
It’s a private road.
Didn’t
WEST GOULDSBOKO.
you read the sign on the stone gate
The play last week was a decided success.
posts as you enme in?”
"The sign said simply: *Xo TrespassJoseph 1). Wood, jr., is at home fora
ing. Tramps and Dogs Keep Out.* I’m
short vacation on account of his eyes.
neither a tramp nor a dog. so I came
J. B. Clark and wife were in Steuben
in.”
Sunday to attend the funeral of Leonard
W oil. tho ropo wasp t stretched for
Cleaves.
a trail:]! or a dog.”
Miss Olive A. Cushman spent Friday
The trespasser was silent for the first
night with Mra^ E. S. Wood on her way time. Climbing out of his machine, lie
to Seal Harbor.
strode over to the enrt and looked up
children are at the girl In it. She was young, about
Mrs. I. E. Young and
in
with
relatives
spending a few days
seventeen, he thought. Her waist was
Winter Harbor.
a white linen boyish affair that a very
L.
March 4.
ynung person might be expected to
wear, with plain turn down epllar and
north deer isle.
The white linen skirt
short sleeves.
Claud Thompson will return to Medwas short, too—ankle length.
He could
And
see the low heeled tan oxfords.
ford, Mass., to-day.
Sarah Hardy has returned from Sunset, her hair was braided and wound
around her head like a misplaced aurewhere she has been visiting her sister,
ole that had slipped down.
Worse
Mrs. Hannah Saunders.
than all, she was laughing at him. He
F. B. Weed, in remembrance of his
knew it when he saw her eyes.
mother’s birthday, Feb. 22, had his family
When he spoke again it was with a
spend the day at his home.
less obvious reference to his own
Capt. G. L. Holden went to New York wrongs.
last Wednesday to join his vessel, the
“Can you fell me where I nm?”
Florence Leland. He has been at home
“Seven and a half miles from Glen
while the vessel was discharging.
more.
You missed the main road about
H.
March 4.
two miles back. This leads to the Va
rian house.”
SOMESVILLE.
“But that’s where I want to go!” ex
Mrs. Fred Hicks came from Bangor Satclaimed die young man. "1 thought
urday.
Wilson was making for the Inn. 1 am
The grammar and primary schools closed bound for Varian’s place.”
Friday.
“Then why did you come in an auto
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, of Bangor, preached mobile? Don’t you know Mr. Varian
at Union church Sunday.
personally ?”
He
“Haven't seen him for years.
The Southwest Harbor dramatic commust be a Jolly old beggar to judge
pany played “Silas, the Chore Boy” under
the auspices of the Masons. Considering ffom the rope—real sweet, neighborly
the inclemency of the weather there was a disposition, hasn’t he?”
“I think he was perfecdy right and
good audience.
Justified,” said Miss Varian, with sudJ.
March
4.__
“It was the
den haughty defiance.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
dearest little calf, and it belonged to
Owing to the storm Monday, the me.”
The young man began to smile, smile
steamer Vinal Haven had to stay here.
In a gradual dominance of the situaCapt. D. F. Norwood, schooner Lillian,
tion. It was a smile to resent, because
with fish for Gloucester, is frozen in here.
It showed premeditated triumph and
Mrs. Benjamin Smith passed peacefully
foreknowledge. But It improved him.
in
her
eighty-fifth Even with the dust of the road overlayaway Thursday night
on
resided
had
Mrs.
Smith
always
year.
ing the tan of his face and the general
the island. She survived her husband
disheveled condition of bis makeup the
few
a
months.
only
smile was frank and friendly and altoSpec.
March 4.
gether desirable.
“I’ll bet forty-seven dollars and two
to
For Catarrh, let me send you free, just
cents that you’re Susie,” he said happrove merit, a Trial sire Box of Dr. Shoop’s
Catarrh Remedy. It is a snow white, creamy,
pily.
healing antiseptic balm that gives instant reMiss Varian tucked In her side locks
lief to Catarrh of the nose and throat. Make
the free test and see. Address Dr. Snoop,
deftly, loftily. They were darling side
G.
Sold
by
Racine, Wis. Large jars 50 cents.
locks, curly, tantalizing wisps of loose
men

'■

\

Douglas

with the red automobile.
sided. and the front part—Sue didn’t
know the technical term—but the main
front part appeaml to be dislocated.
It looked like a toy tin auto that had

The ladies’ aid society gave an entertainment Wednesday evening which was not
well

two

was
1

Charles Closson sold his naphtha launch
last week to William Teel, of Long Island.
He will have a larger boat built.

as

Copyright. 10M, by Ruby

)

Site Varian pulled up the bay mure
short lu tLe middle of the road and
stared at the objects in the shade ol
the maples. There were two—that is.

Spec.

The Southwest Harbor dramatic company gave “Silas, the Chore Boy” at Mt.
Desert hall Friday evening.

By I£OLA FORRESTER.

J

BASS HARBOR.

Ernest Murphy went to
business last week.

f

| Trespassing |

perus,” Gertie Lally; quotations from
Longfellow, school; recitat ion, “Footsteps
of the Angels,” Helen
Blaisdell; singing;
recitation, “The Village Blacksmith,”
Lettie Lally; singing, “The
Bridge,”Lyda,
Lora and Tressa Young;
reading, “The
Arm Chair,” Lyda
Young; reading, “The
Bell of Atri,” Isabel
Jordan; singing,
“Honest and Upright,” Lettie,
Gertie,
Ralph and Leslie Lally; recitation, “A
Psalm of Life,” school; singing.

j

Miss Ethel Blaisdell is ill.
Miss

% No

Ladder of 8t. Augustine,” Tressa
Young;
recitation, “The Children’s Hour,” Edna

Work at the

a

Higgins;

school; singing,
“Lincoln,” Ralph Lally;. recitation, “The

SEDGWICK.
^

dren»”

a. Parches.

sunshine that knew their business and
escaped from the side comb whenever
there was n propitious moment.
"My first name Is Suzanne,’’ she said
"No, sir. It isn't: It’s Susie, and yon
hair used to be red. Remember the day
you climbed our wall and tried to gel
up In the big apple tree after a black
bird's nest I told you was there? Aud
your foot caught, aud you tumbled
down, and I bad to climb up and taku
your shoe off before you could get you*
foot out of the cleft In the trunk. Do
you remember. Miss Susie Freside?"
He was laughing now, laughing wickedly, Joyoijsly. Miss Varian blushed
hesitated, caught the merry gaze of tin
brown eyes of the trespasser and
laughed too.
“I remember. You did use to call me
that, didu't you?”
“And It fits you yet," he retorten
calmly. “Any one who’d sit aud gloat
over a poor stranded, wrecked devil foi
the sake of au idiotic calf is nothing
but a fresh kid. I'ui going to ride home
with you. Sue. Sit over on the other
side and give me those reins."
"I shall drive”— began Sue resolute
ly, but the reins were taken from her
Down the road a figure was coming
and they waited. It was Wilson, the
chauffeur.
"It's all right. Bob," he called.
"1
saw the old man and fixed it
up with
him.
He says to come on tip to the
house, aud lie'll phone to Glenmore for
some one to fix the machine.”
"Well, you'd better stay and watch
it until you bear from Glenmore, Wilson,” said Bob Morrison kindly. “I'll
hurry ahead with Miss Varian.”
Wilson climbed wearily into the automobile and watched tbe road cart out
of sight. Miss Varian was silent.
It
was eight years since Bob
Morrison
had left Greyrocks school, just eight
years since his mother bad died and
the great old house up on the bluff bad
been closed up. She bad missed her
neighbors. So had her father. Greyrocks and The Maples were the last
of tbe old estates along tbe shore to
bold out against the encroachment of
summer hotels. She stole a side glance
at the figure beside her, knowing how
warm
his welcome would be at the
house in spite of the red automobile.
“Caught you peeking,” laughed Boh.
looking down ut her and swinging the
hay mare easily around the last curve.
“Why don't you say you’re glad I'm
home?”
we near a
you were going to Europe after you left college.” she said.
“Well, I’m not,’’ he retorted deliberately. -Dad’s had about enough city
whirl, and I’m going to take this place
and settle down here at Greyrocks—
that is. if rny neighbors treat me right.”
“The rope wasn’t for neighbors,’’ said
Sue slowly.
“Just for trespassers.
And anyway a neighbor would know
the way. the cross lot path over the
wall, past the big apple tree. That’s
the way neighbors pass from Grey
rocks to The Maples.’’
“We’ll tear down the wall and travel
cross lots every day. won’t we, Suzanne
Susie Sue?”
He was laughing, but there was an
undercurrent of serious Intent thar
brought the quick warm color to Sue’s
face. She wondered if he was think
ing of the last time they had traveled
cross
lots, the tiny he had left for
school, and at the old stone wall he
had kissed her goodby and snipped off
a
lock of her h«*ir with his pocket

Idk room.
Mr. Stnylute, a frequent
though not nlwny* welcome caller, was
one of t'ie first visitors to
call after t!>e
InauRnnitlo’i of the new custom. Me
witnessed the plnclng of the pin in the
candle liy Mrs. Early and after she
had gone ventured to Inquire:
"Why. Miss Early, does your mother
stick a pin In the candle?”
"Oh.” responded the yount? woman,
with an air of apparent innocence,
"mother learned that In South Africa
a* a way of sending home the Boers.”

—Harpers Weekly.
A

A*

Rladf of

English writer haa written:
“Whenever von ran And n single blade
of grass. however small, there
you
stand fare to face with the mystery of
life and all Ibe responsibilities of’ ex
tetence. 1* !s of more Interest than
many of the stars, for. If astronomy is
right, some stars are ceaselessly burning. and therefore, beautiful as they
an

from

me

distance, life ti|>on them (In
the sense *n which we understand life)
Is Impossible.
The roots of the humblest blade of grass go down to the
beginning of life In the world, and its
tip points to the sky. !f you should
chance to find a blade of grass with
erlng in a rocky place, carry It a little
water for the sake of the thoughts
that spring from it.**
a

COUNTY NEW'S.
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Richard Harriman is having
time with tonsilltis.

in tovi

is

expressed for mother

a

short

E.

C.

E. Metcalf & Co.’s incubator is now la
Jest week the brooden
are ready for the chicks.
Dolly.

working order.
arrived and
March 4.

D.

Worked Like a Charm.
N. Walker, editor of 'that

journal,

Enterprise, Louisa, Va.,

the

ran a

Don’t Push
The horse

illustrated lecture on Westminster
Abbey was given at the Neighborhood
house Friday evening by Mrs. C. W.
Woods, of Orono.
An

Ralph S. Robinson, who has been in
charge of the high school here, has
accepted a position as principal of the
high school at Thomaston.
The annual town meeting was held at
the Neighborhood house instead of at
Somesville on Monday, March 4. A turkey dinner was served free.
March 4.

M.

L. Smith

Pearl

his

was

Tapley,

in

iMicaAxl€!
V^Grease

the wheels.
No other lubri- (
cant ever made

fto

wears

of

Newr York, is visiting

sons.

Candage and Frank Herrick
inStonington last week.
Mis3 Eva Herrick, who has been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Alfred Robbins, is at
Thomas

were

so

long

and saves so much
horsepower. Next time
try Mica Axle Grease. I
Standard Oil Co. {

RINGFlELD
MHK
AND
iUAKINI
IN'*. KANCK CO
SI'RINGFIKID M ASH.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1906.
Real estate
*■ 3^2,000
768,0:0
Mortgage loans,
Col'aieral loans
6,too
Stocks and bonds,
4.35u,iixj
Oa*h in olliemd 0.11k.
5*6,262
Agents’ baJauc- s
Mi4.‘24l
Inle est at d rents,
29,683
*1

Gro-s

Ellsworth last week.

,

draw the

nothing by applying

BKOOKLIN.
R.

can

load without help, if you
reduce friction to almost

visit.

Friday.

says:

ilbbcntscntcntf

Mt. Desert chapter visited St. Mar
chapter Tuesday evening of last week.
The primary, intermediate and grammar
schools closed Friday for the spring vaca-

turned last

spicy

nail in my foot last week and at
once applied Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
Ho
inflammation followed: the salve simply
healed the wound.” Heals every sore,
burn and skin disease. Guaranteed at B.
G. Moork’s, Druggist. 26c.
“1

W. S. Grant, of Philadelphia, was in
town this week to attend town’meeting.

Edmund Staples and wife, who have
visiting relatives in Topsham, re-

Dr.

Frank Dolliver’s little boy has been
quite ill but at present is much better.

for

been

son.

SHAW ALL.

n

tion.

and

March 4.

club

Lincoln for

serious

Spiro Bridgham, assisted by Dr. Phelps,
performed the operation.

Mrs. Joseph Small entertained the whist

Saturday evening.
Stephen Smallidge left Wednesday

a

Clarence Saulsbury, son of Mrs. J. H.
Patten, who has been suffering for tlsa
six months with a bad ankle, caused
past
in tbe flrst place by a sprain, bad to submit to an operation Baturday, the leg being amputated between the knee sad
ankle. Mr. Baulsbury is a young men,
much liked and respected, and sympathy

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
was

other pm§m

fM

EAST FRANKLIN.

County A’* ir». aec'otbrr pn^t*.

W. W. Vaughan, of Boston,
last week on business.

etee

Mrs. Howard Hooi>er is quite ill «lk
tbe grip and sore throat. Miss (halt
Hooper it taking care of her.

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

y

l6.Mo6.a61

asset

Admitted assets,
LI \BIL1TIE8 DEC. 31,
Xe* unpaid Josses,
Unearned premiums,
t'as capital.
Surplus oxer all liabilities.
Tot I liabilities and Mirplup,
TDK (.ID. H. GRANT CO.
ELLSWORTH. ME.

Sls$58

$6,936,261

906.
$ 332.527
3,432,60*
2.000.000
l.l7i,124

$6,936,26!

§ls8

home.
A. E. Farnsworth and wife, who have’
spent the winter in Boston, came home

INSUIUNCK

1'ilKMX

OK

COMPANY,

BROOKLYN.

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1906.
Real estate,
$568,000
Mortgage loans,
48,000
Collate n 1 lo.li s,
63,000
Stocks and bonds,
6,790,601
Cash in olfice and bank,
990,210
Xgents’ balances.
968,o57
In erest and rents
10 065
All other assets,
63,083

Wednesday.
Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M., conferred
the third degree on a candidate Wednesday evening.
^uife.
Emerson Ingersoll and wife, of NeHob shifted the reins to his left hand
ponset, Mass., are receiving congratulaand reached for his inside pocket.
Gross assets,
$9,501,52140
tions on the birth of a baby girl.
From a small Russia leather bill book
j
Admitted assets,
The community was saddened last week
$9,501,321 40
he took a bit of curly red hair with a
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1106.
to hear of the sudden death of Miss Mina
piece of black thread, boy fashion.
$ 37I.8C8 22
of this place, of pneumonia, Sat- Net unpaid losses.
“It was red those days,” lie said
Unearned premiums,
j Freethy,
5,290,103 10
Miss Freethy was employed in A1J other liabilities,
709.586 21
urday.
and
Sue
said
a
never
thoughtfully,
j
1,60U,000 00
Fitchburg, Mass. A. W. Bridges left Cash capital,
word.
Surplus over all liabilities,
1,626,823 87
noon to accompany the remains
Monday
“I hope there isn't any trespassing I here.
Total liabilities and surplus,
$9,501,821 40
sign on the apple tree,” he told the bay j March 4.
Une Femme.
Till:. GEO. H. GRANT CO., Aff«nt»,
mare’s
ears.

“Neighbors aren’t trespassers,” said
Sue softly, and he slipped the red curl
back in the bill book as they drew up
before The Maples.
It was his welcome

home.
Sendine Home the “Borei.”

In

South Africa candles

used for
homes, and
when a young Boer maiden has gentlemen visitors the mother sticks a
pin in
the candle, and when it has burned to
the pin the callers understand that it is
time for their departure. Mrs. Early,
a society matron of Washington,
recently made a visit to the Transvaal
and was so impressed with the custom
of the Boers that soe determined to introduce it into her ywn home. Consequently the electric lights were removed and candles substituted in the draw-

lighting purposes in

the

are

ELLSWORTH, ME.

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Moses Abbott has moved his family to
George’s pond.
A son was born to Mr and Mrs. Ernest
Bragdon Wednesday, Feb 22.
Miss June Williams is at tome from
Fairfield, where she has been teaching.
John Tracy and w ife have gone to Sullivan.
They will go to Portland this week.
Mrs. Stella Butler is at home. She has
been cooking for Bragdon Bros, this w inter.

T.

March 4.

Does Coffee disagree with you? Probably it
does! Then try Dr. Shoop s Health Coffee.
“Health Coffee’’ is a clever combination of
parched cereals and nuts. Not a grain of real
Coffee, remember, in Dr. Shoop’s Health
Coffee, yet its flavor and taste match closely
If your stomach,
old Java and Mocha Coffee.
heart, or kidneys can’t stand Coffee drinking,
try Health Coffee. It is wholesome, nourishing, and satisfying. It’s nice even for the
youngest child. Sold by G. A. Parchkk.

2U>bnti«emtnt».

For Emergencies at Home
For the Stock on the Farm

Is a whole medicine chest
Price 25c 50c 6 *1.00
Address Dr. Earl S. Sloan.

b RjuHry.

Boston, Mass.

^___

fUgal Matters.
OF MAINE.
To tbe Honorable Justice of
Hancock ss.
the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be
holden at Ellsworth, within and for the
county of Hancock, and State of Maine, oa
the Third Tuesday of January A. D. 1907.
represents Mary Ellen
Olston of Eden, in sa d County, that she
is the wife of Augustus P. Olston; that her
maiden name wus Mary Ellen Brown and that
she was lawfully married to her said nusband
at Bar Harbor, .Maine, on the twenty-seventh
day of June A. D. 1899 by the Rev. Richard
Owen, a Minister of tbe Gospt-l; that your libellant and the said Aukusi u P. Olston lived
together as husband and wile from the time
of s•I’d marriuK" until the eleventh day of
October A. D i903, when the s.dd Augustus 1*.
Olston utterly deserted your libellant and
that said utter desertion has been comiuned
until this date, a period « more than ihive
consecutive years next prior to ttetiiiugcf
this lihu ; that the residence of her said husband is to >our libellant unknown and cannot be ascertained hv reasonable diligence:
that there 11 uo collusion between your libellant and her said husband to procure a dlSTATE
—

RESPECTFULLY

Wherefore your libe.lant prays this Honorable Court to grant her a decree of divoroe
from her said husband, and to decree to her the
care and custodv of
her minor children,
Phcebe Olston. aged six years, and Luther
Paul Olston, ageu four years, and such other
and further decrees as to the court may seem
necessary.
Dated this third day of November A. D. 190«.
Mary Ellin Olston.
Subscribed and sworn to this third day of
November A. D. ILLS.
Chas. H. Wood,
Before me,
Justice of tbe Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Court.
January Term A. D. 19b7.
Upon't he foregoing libel, ordered: That th«
libellant give notice to the said libellee
to appear before the Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock,
on the Second Tuesday of April A. D. 1907.
by publishing an attested copy of said libel
and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in Ellsworth in our County of
Hancock, the last publication to be twentyseven days at least prior to said second Tuesday of April next, that he may there and
then in our said Court appear and answer to
said libel.
John F. Knowlton,
Clerk of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the Libel, Officer's Return and
Order of Court thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
—

Sloans Liivinveivt
Send For Free Booklet on Horses.Cattle. Hogs

S3 S8

Pauper Notice

<

the City of Kiteworth to support and
HAVING
for ihow who
need ae-istance
the
contracted with

care

next Ore yean
daring
legal resident* of Ellsworth. 1 forbit*
all persons trust in* them on my recount, a.
there Is plenty oi room and accommodation* to
care for them at the City yann house.
M.;J. Detmir.
may

and

are

c

TOW Ji
(<

*»

MKKT1XGJ*.

mined

+++++

A LAND OF BLIZZARDS

j

FIERCE DALES THAT SWEEP AND

WON AT BRIDGE
WHbT

from pay* 4.)

superintendent of schools,
Saunders;
Tyler M Coombi; road commissioner,
Jhntnnel jLowe; constable, b G Pickering
Appropri <ti »»s—Schools, $2,400; textbsoks, $o<X>: hi(b school, $H60: schoolkoQse repairs, $d00; roads and budges,
ft,600; State road, |300; current and contingent, |4,000. Total, fl0,060.

11 n 111 > i x-k-x-h-

■

}

WRECK SEI8TAN.

l-l-H

i

jrttt*imrnt».

CAUGHT BY THE GRIPRELEASED BY PE-RU-NA.

fOrtetaall
Term mnmc wnonomn always
Tlx* steamer Lid but a r mpb of day *
BLOW rBOM THE SAME
more before rvucbuig p *1 »bed lb?
oar
nan. whbh we bad no* xrt
DtUCTION.
La Grippe Is Epidemic Catarrh.
departure, broke thrsmirti the rlmd
and bathed ua alt la a dellc'oti* warmt'i
E'ery oat who has visited Solstau or
BROOKS VILLE.
Something clae burnt forth at tin- aaire
St- nan tin* mentioned
diMMe now known a*. ‘grip’
Moderator, M D Chatto; selectmen and time—the nunttt tie. for me. of a face writ uni about
Ua celebrated w.nil. railed the "Unl-i
used to be called ‘influenza.’
J
Perkins
Fred
ftraessors, Laughlin Davis,
Hw came M dei-k fur the tint Dine
ililolnin ru," or Jrlnd of Idtl days,
It very closely resemble* a cold, bnt i«
Brnest G Babson; clerk. George H Taplej;
and ber dignified father put ber In a
Few of
wbirli blows In the summer.
more tenacious in Its bold upon the
treasurer, Wheelock C Bates; collector, ateauier chair,
aud
ber
arranged
era)*
disthc-e have had the misfortune to ex
system and produce* more profound
William H Stover; school com nit tee, Neal
not doaru beable her like a shepherd
turbances.
perieuce It. but a* wo w rut through
F Dow, three years, Fred D Tapley, two
«aw
a
lamb.
Pertnibe
lieslde
dog
two seasons of thia w ind wo tt c able
drip is in reality epidemic catarrh.
years, L B Coombs, one year; road com- me look1 lift at ber. At any rate, that'a
It more
When it once begins it spreads oyer the
to say something about it
missioner, Decatur M Gray; auditor, what I waa
for
ismWItrt
1
diiug.
keep than Justiftc* Ita reputation. It net* In
country eery rapidly.
Balph H Condon.
Surh reft test dignity,
my eye# off her
at the end of May nr the middle of
People do not catch the grip from each
Schools, f939; textAppropriations
niuat
It
anch
such repute.
gentlene#*’
blown with appalling vioother, but each one catches it from the
books, $150; school house repairs, $200, bare all come down from general iwns June and
lence and with little or no cvnaation til)
atmosphere.
roads and bridges, $1,000; State road, fflOO;
of gratuity.
about the cud of September. It always
-Moat Effective Medicine Ever Tried
poor, $1,000; current and contingent, fTOO;
lie
her
the
weather
kept
Why had
blow a from one direction, a little west
for La Grippe.”
•now, $300. Total, $4,«*89.
low till the voyage waa nearly flnl-h
of uurth. and reaches a velocity of
Robt. L. Madison, A. M., Principal of
Voted to allow a discount of 5 per cent.
Hie
most
the
brief
of
til? I moat make
It
more than neveuty miles an hour.
%n taxes psid before July 15.
Cuilowhee High School, Painter, N.C.,
period left to ■.■cure an atsjuaintame create* a |iandeuiouiuin of noiae. suiui
Voted to have the annual reports gotten
Is chairman of the Jackson County
In
ami
the
min
weut
down
cloud*,
Ala*,
| and dust and for a time gets on one's
Hoard of 1-lducation.
•ot, printed and distributed at least three *j did
She
dnl
not
apjiear nerves, tint It la lu reality a blessing In
my ho)***!
He is a writer of occasional verse and
days before the annual town meeting.
I did not erett see her dbguise. for it blows away the Insects
on deck again.
GOULDSBORO.
has contributed to a number of leading
leave the ship.
which front April to June make life In
eduModerator, Jerome B Clark; selectmen
papers and magazines,—religions,
Winter came nnd the uetinl round of Seistan a
perfect purgatory, mitigates
cational and secular.
■nd assessors, J W Bunker, E K Merritt,
whist
gayetlee. An Invitation-bridge
the awful summer heat and clears the
Charles LTracy; clerk, Ernest Rice; treasIn speaking of peruna, Mr. Madison
at Mr*. Peahoily'a—eaniu, among otb
country of typhus. siuall|H>x and other
urer, L P Cole; collector, James A Hill; ere. for me. and I waived to accept.
says:
diseases rife In the country in May ami
achool committee, F P Sargent, C L Tracy,
“1 am hardly ever without Peruna In
On entering the card room the tirst
June tine would think thia 1:1) day
B P Parker; road commissioners, Asa
home. It Is the most effective medimy
steamer
face I set eyea on waa tinwind enough, tiut violent w inds prevail
Btevens, F L Rolf, 8 E Coffin; constables,
cine that 1 have ever tried for la grippe.
de
girl. I wn* siirprisisl ami. though
all thriugfc the winter from December
James A Hill, 8 P Bunker, N T Morse.
‘‘It also cured my wife of nasal calighted at my luck III meeting ber to April, a.id blizzards are of constant
Her condition at one time was
tarrh.
Appropriations—Schools, $1,500; textcom
again, pained to aee her In the
occurrence. Th.se winds always come
such that she could not at night breathe
books, $150; schoolhouse repairs, $300;
The Medical
Mr*. Peabody la ultra fashion
from the same direction. The winter
roads and bridges, $2,000; State road, $400; piny.
through her nostrils.
able, and the |ie >ple she entertains are biiaaards are terrible. and the wlud at
Profession
poor, $300; current and contingent, $1,200;
“Inconsequence, an inflamed condiwomen
tin•’smart”—that la,
tarns a terrific velocity. In n blizzard
interest and principal, $315; Memorial very
tion of the throat waa brought about,
Recognizes
drink cocktalla. smoke cigarette* mi l at the end of March the anemometers
Day, $25. Total $6,215.
getting worse and worse anti yielding
The Grip as
gamble. If you a*k why I g> with registered a maximum of 120 miles an
to no remedy until Peruna was tried.”
such jicople. I reply I am a man ami hour. The average
for
a
whole
t
velocity
Epidemic
cau (to aiiywhere without soiling the
Healthy Mucous Membranes.
sixteen hours wss more than eighty
Catarrh.
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of my angelic masculine
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have perfectly healthy mneous memtv lug*, but had I a wife she should uot
1 ue extraorunmrj irequouoy ana viobranes ordinarily do not catch the grip.
to Mrs. Peabody’s.
go
k-an of the tteisian wiud ami (be regOTIS.
“Two year* ago I began using Pfrnna
The mucous membranes lining the
I at once sought an Introduction t<*
Daring an epidemic of grip Peruna
with which it blows from tbe
ulant}'
Eben Warren returned with hie team the steamer
The doaes recom- and it built up my atrength so that in a
be used.
girl, Mis* IVInphiin. and Milne quarter are very remarkable.
nose, throat and lungs, when in a should
from Milo, Friday.
normal state, are an effectual barrier mended on the bottle are sufficient.
soon saw that she was out of b»*r ole I
couple of months I was able to go to
That it Lae blow n from the Mime guar
the invasion of grip.
has once been acquired, work again.
Gay Fairbrother, ol Brewer, is a guest ment. When a cocktail was banded ter iu
the
After
against
grip
the
la
fact
|>rovetl by
|iaat n„e*
•f E. S. Lally for several weeks.
I
“This winter I hail another attack of
her she started anti declined It.
liut, if there happens to be the slight- Dr. Hartman recommends the use of
j that all (be ru.ua of Seiatau are built
catarrhal derangement of the Peruna in teaspoonful doses every hour la grippe, but Perunasoon drove it out
est
Samuel Foster and wife, of Bangor, came caught Mrs. Peabody frowning at her at tbe same augle, w itb their front and
mucous membranes, then the victim be- during the acute stage, after which the of my system. My wife and I consider
•ut last week for a few days’ stay at their as she did so with an expression which,
hack walla at a right angle to tbe
comes an easier prey to the grip.
direction* on the bottle should be fol- Peruna a household remedy.”
being interpreted, meant. “You don't wind and (beir aide walla at tbe aatue
cottage here.
This in part explains why some peo- lowed.
invited here again.** Several young
Pneumonia Followed La Grippe.
angle aa the wind. No wind cau blow
Harry Gilbert, of Bar Harbor, who has get
with Miss
Mr. T ltarnecott, West Aylmer, OnI
ple get the grip, while others do not.
Experience has shown that the people
keen at work for E. S. Lally, returned bloods bad been chatting
with
each violence and frequency
The rational thing to do is to keep the who use Peruna as a remedy for grip torio. ( an., writes:
Dolaplain when I was Introduced to without leaving Ita mark on tbe couu
kome Friday.
her. and they must have l»een putting
“latst winter I was ill with pneusystem free from catarrh. In attempt- generally recover sooner and are less
Granville Jellison, who has been in New
try. Ita eOnb are everywhere (risible
manner*,
on their up to date society
ing to do tills most people have found liable to the distressing and long-con- monia after having la grippe. 1 took
luoka wind
lu
Seistau
Everything
York several months, arrived home Saturfor she looked ruffled, and when I ad
Peruna to be invaluable.
! tinued after-effects of the grip.
Peruna for two mouths, when 1 became
awept and wind atriekeu. Over tbe
day for a two weeks’ vacation.
dressed her deferentially she figurative
When Peruna haa not been used dnr- quite well, and 1 can soy that any one
Systemic Catai rh, the Result of La
greater part of tbe couulry not a single
Bert Kincaid, who had returned home
I
as one would cling to
I ing tlieconrseof the grip and the patient can be cured by it in a reasonable time
Grippe. Pe-ru-na Receives Credit
last week from a visit to his parents, was ly nestled to me
tree exists.
finds himself suffering from the after- at little expense.”
suddenly recalled by the critical illness of a lifeboat.
for Present Good Health.
Tbe preeent village* and habitations I
kis father, William Kincaid, of Ellsworth
Miss Dein plain and 1 were at fl^t
Vr«. Jennie W. Gilmore, Box 44, effects of this disease, a course of Peruna Pe-ru-na—A Tonic After La Grippe.
are ail built with their backs present
Falls.
partners. I saw at once that she kno" lug hues of dead walla «u the windMrs.Cbas. E. Wells, Sr., Delaware
White Oak, lnd. Ter., formerly House- i should be resorted to.
Relatives here of Harry Salisbury, of
*n
little about the g.mio. and I
for Indiana Reform School for Suffered Twelve Years From After- Ohio, writes: “After a severe attack of
ward aide. I lie old ru.ua ure orien.ed
Brewer, received word too late to attend very
keeper
the funeral, of the death of his wife, suspected she didn't know she w
la grippe, 1 took Pernna and found it a
Effects of La Grippe.
at exactly ibe mime angle on account
Boys, writes:
Florence, last week. The short time she playing fir money. When we «hair
“Six years ago I had la grippe, which
Mr. Victor Patneaudc, 8J8 Madison very good tonlo.”
of tbe wiud. the effect of wiud ta ev- i
lived here she endeared herself to all by
partners her new vis a vis soon in. 1
Mrs. Jane Gift, Athens, Ohio, writer:
fu followed by systemic catarrh,
St., Topeka, Kan., member of Knights
pry where vis. hie ou these ruin*. Their
ker gentle and loving ways. Deep symr
her aware of her temerity In piny
“Si x years ago I had la grippe very bad.
bases are undercut by wind aa thou,It
“Tlie only thing I used was Peruna and Ladies of Security, writes:
pathy is extended her" husband and
.\i
another in the loss of one so young. She a game she did not understand.
“Twelve years ago 1 had a severe at- I read a testimonial of a woman who
and Manalin, and I have been in better
by water actum. The thickness of the
leaves two little girls—Elsie and Eunice.
every mis]day he would scowl at b:
health the last three years than for tack of la grippe and 1 never really re- had been cured of grip by Peruna. My
walla, tbe excelleut quality of the
March 4.
Davis.
and did not scruple to indicate that h
burned bri.made aud used by tbe
covered my health and strength—but huaband bought me a bottle of Poruns.
years before,
was wroth.
ancient
h
-itants for tbe lower
"I give Peruna all the credit for my grew weaker every year, until 1 was 1 was soon able to do my work. I conSOU ND.
*
After the evening’s amusement 1 w
courses of their buildings and tbe extinued using it until 1 was euted.”
unable to work.
Charles Tracy and family have moved to
good health.”
about to take my departure when I
Seal H'rbor.
treme bardne s and duraliility of tbe
met Miss Delaplain wearing a cotintc
M.
N.
Cobb is moving into Charles
Belslan soil « heu made Into tbe sun
her post and always ldndf willing and
nance that told of trouble.
Tracy’s hou se.
dried bricks of wbicb the upper por1 i
“What shall I do?” she said.
Of her it may be well said:
Miss Rubie Higgins is at home from
*»4<f#l#<mal Count y Stwt, see oUer pagt•
o’
Additional County A’*»r», t« olk«v pagn obliging.
tioua of the ruins arc composed. have
Osstine for a short vacation.
‘•Thou hast been faithful over a few things,
have been told that my loss at bridge |
withstood tbe destructive effect of tbe
I
will
make
thee ruler over many things;
Misses Winifred Sargent an Mina But- whist is $10T*.
I had no idea I wa*
wiud In a wonderful manner, but In
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Bnter thou into the joy of thy Lord/’
ler are visiting at Mrs. E. C. Sargent’s.
NORTH BROOKLIN.
playing for money.”
The funeral services took place on Fritbe older ru.as we often find tbat tbe
Mr*. Joanna Lurvey and Mrs. Mahala ; Arthur Cole is out
School closed Friday, after a successful
“And my gain is exactly the same I
agaiu.
day morning. Rev. Mr. Barnard officiating.
term taught by Miss Ethel Reed, of
walla facing tbe wind have entirely Day are still very ill.
*
amount. Though I knew that we were
March 4.
G.
Mrs. Cordelia Qrindle is quite ill.
Northeast Harbor.
disappeared, and only the side walls reThe Congregational sewing circle served
The S. I. L. M. gave an entertainment playing for stakes. I do not feel at lib ; main, wblle lu still older ruins
Pearl Tapley, captain of a barge, is visitonly
FRANK UN.
dinner to the voters Monday.
Friday evening. After a pleasing pro- erty to accept my winnings.”
one or two solitary pinnacles remain to
ing her© for a week. His sons will acgramme, refreshments were served. From
Mrs. Philena Hale, Boston, observed on
The community was greatly shocked on
“Why so?”
mark what were once lurge, massive
the proceeds enough was realized to purcompany him away.
“You for One did not know that you
March 2 her seventy-fifth birthday with*
Sunday at the sudden death ol Nathan
chase a handsome atlas,
and extensive buildings.
Wellington Redman and family have
The money
Clark.
Mr. Clark died early Sunday
\v£te risking anything.
reception to her friends at her home,
Mvch 4,
H.
Tbe wind has buried large tracts of
left Providence, R. I. They will stop in Mystic
You.
Valley parkway, Win charter*
after a
few hours' illness of
you lost may have gone to me.
tbe country under sand. Many of tbe morning,
Boston
a few days before coming home.
Mass.
So am
heart trouble. He had apparently been in
are in an unpleasant position.
NORTH LAMOINE.
old ruined towna are wholly or partly
The fine steamer Minneola, new to these
for both. l.et
his usual health up to the sudden seizure,
HANCOCK.
Everett Tinker, of Ellsworth, has moved I. There is a way out
buried In sand, aud tbla burying pns-ess
and it seems hard to believe that this waters, passed up the bay Saturday, takme turn in my winnings to cover your
to Dr. Hodgkins’ place at the cove.
Dinner will be served at the tow n ball
goes on all tbe year and every year and j
the
of
the
!
which
has
ing
place
Catherine,
man
has
loss.”
David Bartlett and wife, of Dakota, visthe
kindly,
upright
joined
great
on town meeting day.
Is covering tip not ouly valuable Inuds,
ited at Henry Bartlett’s last week. Mr.
There was no trouble in persuading but lubablted villages. In Kelstan. as majority beyond the silent river. The hauled off for repairs.
funeral services will be held at the home
Bartlett left Monday for his home in the
iB
seldom
at
least
tein
It
that
this
is
the
terms,
community
Proof of Merit.
elsewhere, tbe invading army of sand on Wednesday, with masonic rites. Deep
West, hut his wife will remain East to her to accept
Visit relatives.
porarily, for she had no money with Is preceded by lines of skirmishers In ayropathy is felt for the bereaved family. shocked and saddened as it was last ThursThe proof of the merits of a planter i«
the
at
sudden
death
of
Mrs.
Minnie
the
cures
need
to
it
March 5.
Y.
March 5.
day,
Spray.
her, and she told me she would
effects, and the voluntary testbe form of traveling •-burkbaus,”
Tilton Hale, wife of Herbert H. Hale. A timonials of those who have used Allbreak the matter to her father, who horseshoe shaped sand hills, wbicb
cock’s Plasters during the past sixty years
NORTH BLUEHILL.
MARLBORO.
comparatively mild form of disease took a is unimpeachable
would be greatly shocked at hearing steadily advance until they meet some
evidence of their suParker Saunders, of Portland, called on
Ransom Hodgkins is suffering with a serious turn Wednesday, and Thursday
I bade obstacle which retards them until tbe
had been gambling.
that
she
periority and should convince the most
here
last week.
•Id friends
cancer
on
hia
she
died.
Reared
amid
luxuries of city skeptical. Self-praise is no recommendaupper lip.
her good night after asking permission reserves come up to their support and
The young members of the grange are
but certificates from those w ho have
Miaa Bernice Orcutt, of Amherst, is vis- life, she came here twenty years ago, and tion,
uciwir turiii uuuri uum in *-ilHJ.
rehearsing a drama, and expect to have it to call and, going to the hostess, paid
used them are.
|
quickly and readily, adapted herself to the i Allcock’s are the original and genuine
ready for the public some time next week. her loss.
On onr arrival in Beistan we found iting her sister, Mrs. Harry Rodick.
|
and work of country life. She was porous plasters and have
D.
never been
March 4.
Two clays later upon opening my Kilainau. a big and flourishing villa Re.
Much sympathy ia felt here for Curtis ways
by those who have sought to
morning mail I found a note from built on tbe smith aide of a high rid Re ! Hamor, who fell last Friday mod broke universally liked and respected, and her i equaled
trade upon their reputation by making
loss is keenly felt by the entire com- i
atfonttenwra*.
Mrs. Peabody inclosing a note and a for protection from tbe w ud.
Itcfure kh hip.
plasters with holes in them. Avoid submnnity.
stitutes as you would counterfeit money.
check for $108 from Mr. Delaplaln In we left the eand had attacked that
George Mosley, who has been confined
March 4.
Xenophon. !
payment of bis daughter's loss at ridce. surmounted it and buried tbe to his bed for some weeks, is now* about
Over-Work Weakens
bridge whist. Mrs. Peabody called my vlllaRe, forcing the Inhabitants to build the boose.
Your
BLUE HILL.
attention to the fact that the amount a new Tillage elsewhere. An example
Edward Treadwell and w ife, who have
was $3 more than the loss.
I supposed of still greater rapidity was afforded beeu spending the winter with their son
The ladies'ol the Baptist circle furnished !
Make
Blood.
Sidneys
Impure
Unhealthy
George, have returned to Ellsworth.
this to be au error until, referring to at tbe village of Kilalkohua.
a dinn.r Monday.
I'p to j March 4.
Are.
Mr. Delaplain’s note, I saw In a post- June, 1004, this village bad a large
The dancing school will close Friday :
All the blood in your body passes through
script ou the second page. "The $3 Is deep pond on Its northern side
By ! ♦•Preventics** will
»ilh a ‘'farmer’s dance” at the town
your kidneys once every three minutes.
night
check
a cold or
promptly
The kidneys are your to cover the supper."
September—that Is. less than three < the Grippe when taken early or at the “tome hall. Music by Monaghan.
j>3l ,,
k.
oiooc purmers, tney luWhat should 1 do with this amount? months—this deep pond was converted •taae”. Preventive cure eeated colds as
Miss Elisa Parker was railed home from
well. Preventive are llula candy cold cure
ll ter out <he waste or It did not belong to me and was In- into a sand hill some ten feet high
tablets, and l»r. Mb«»op. Racine. Wis, will
Massachusetts Monday by the illness of
Steep Falli, Me., July 31, 190*1 impurities in the blood.
mail
and
a
book
on
Colds
Kindly
you
samples
The
a
not
tended as
snub for Mrs. Peabody.
wind, however, did
coniine
If they are sick or out
"I have used the true 'L. F.’ Bitters
free, if yon will write him The samples her mother, Mrs. Susan Parker.
Its
to
burying only. While It I
energy
their merit. Check early Colds with
for constipation and disciness and rel of order, they fail to do Should 1 return it to her. calling her atA ten-cent supper was served in the
eentice and stop Pneumonia. Mold in ftc !
tention to the snub?
Such a crime covers same tracts deep in sand, it also
their work.
ceived much benefit from them, bein*
aad l&c hoses by U. A. Pane naa.
Congregational
Feb.
28.
vestry
Thursday,
other
tracts
clear of sand, ren
Pains, aches and rheu- would preclude the possibility of my sweeps
almost entirely cured from dizziness,
Mrs.
Carrie
Lord’s
school
class
Sunday
valuable
matism come from exlaud available fur culwith which I was greatly afflicted be
attending any more entertainments at dering
entertained.
Shbatisnunta.
cess of uric acid in the
tivation
and exposing lung huned mins
fore I used the Bitters.”
her house. I thought the matter over
ujuuu, uuc lu ncgiecico
The many friends of Mrs. Carrie Stevens
F. L. Strout
and concluded to accept the conse- once more to view. These art*, bow- |
kidney trouble.
who
Eager,
recently died in Weal Newton,
1 inclosed a check for the ever, only the milder effects of wind
Kidney trouble causes quick or unsteady quences.
F.” Atwood*
who
use
"L.
People
heard
the
sad
The Seistan wind In it* more
news
with sorrow, and
heart beats, and makes one feel as though surplus amount with Mr. Delaplaiu’s action.
G- A. PttrSr'i Faith la Hyomei u so
sicksympathise most sincerely with her Bitters regularly, neVer suffer the
they had heart trouble, because the heart is note, underscoring the postscript with destructive moods hHs in places reha
Sails
It
Uader
Guarantee.
Mroag
nesses that come from a deranged sysmoved not only sand from (dare to
family.
over-working in pumping thick, kidney- • blue pencil.
G. A. Par char backs up his faith
poisoned blood through veins and arteries.
“Avaunt ye automobiles” was the vote tem.
Stomach, liver and bowels and
A week later I met Mrs. Peabody place, but bus scoured sway tbe whole
It used to be considered that only urinary face to
face of tbe country.
Everywhere we la Hyomei as a curs lor catarrh and as taken Monday. Henceforth for them, blood are kept in a condition of perfect
face on the steps of St. James
troubles were to be traced to the kidneys,
find tbe sides and banka of tbe cunala bronchial trooblas with a positive the longest way round is
literally the healthfulness by this useful medicinehot now modern science proves that nearly church. She gave me the dead cut.
which irrigated the lands on which the guarantee that if It doas not car* the shortest
was
decision
more
than
way to—several towns.
one
My
relat
all constitutional diseases have their beginThey are the standard family remedy.
dwellers of the old ruins de|>ended left money will bo refunded.
March 4.
g.
lng to Mrs. Pen’>ody. It Included
At your dealers, 36c
ning in kidney trouble.
__
If you are sick you can make no mistake •mart set of which Mrs. Peabody was standing like walls high above tbe presHyomei is based on nature’s way of
PRETTY MARSH.
by first doctoring your kidneya The mild a distinguished member. Something ent surface of the surrounding land. earing catarrh. It oontalns oonoenThese banks, having been hardened by
and the extraordinary effect of Dr. Kilmer's In the old fashioned
OBITUAKY.
tratod healing oils and gums of the
dem^nor of Miss water, have withstood the action of tbe
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy is Delaplaln told me that
Mrs. Richmond L. Smith died on TuesIf I adhered to
la
soeh
form
wood#,
pine
prepared
It stands the highest for its
soon realized.
wind better than tbe surface of the
the smart set I wouldn’t be a fitting
day evening, Feb. 28, after an illness of
wonderful cures of the most distressing
In su its
land, which has all been blown away that they eaa bo brought iato your four months,
daring which she had been
Companion for her, and I knew that to a
owa homo, with the rams results as
and is sold on its merits
of several feet. This depth
depth
cared
far
after her first experience she would
by her husband, and
though yon lived out of doors la the faithfully
by all druggists in fiftyIn places is very considerable, and we
sad la this way you eaa uer eon and his wife.
eont and one-dollar siznot get lost among them again.
cleanses, eootbfee and heals
My find the outlines exposed of still older Adtrondacka,
be
of
catarrh
a
cured
aad
(feet
loos
of
Mrs.
Smith
was
a
es. You may have a
faithful and devoted the dlaerd membrane.
Withdrawal proved to be no loss to me,
canals which existed at some yet ear- tha nose, throat, aad longs while at
bottle
mail
a
by
___.
sample
wife,
loving mother and a kind neigh- It corescaUrrh and drives
for In time I became engaged to Miss
lier age and which must have been home or at work.
free, also pamphlet telling you how to find
bor. She leaves a husband, one son and sway a cold in the bead
I was glad to be privileged
Delaplaln.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs two
buried deep In tbe ground when the
out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
daughters. She will be missed by quickly.
Mention this paper when writing Dr. Kilmer to return in gifts the amount of my canals above them, old as they are, bat 11.00, extra bottle*. If needed,
Is placed Into the
many outside of her immediate family, as
for
at
the
bo
Me.
With
gain
obtained
N.
Y.
bridge
whist,
which
I
alh Co., Binghamton,
may
Hy- her duties as
over the membrane and la absorbed. Be*<e
were In use.—Geographical Journal.
postmaster’s assistant mediate and a corn follows. It U not dr*u‘g ^
omei, oatarrah can bo cured pleasways claimed I had won from her.
antly and easily at small expense brought her in contact with all who have not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 centa a
Besides the money, I wou a wife.
The idle always have half a mind to with no risk of the treatment
coating had occasion to visit the poetofflee in the gists or by mall; Trial Size, 10 cenw.
NATHAN WHITE HOWE.
do something.
Y ^
a penny nnicer it onree.
past thirteen years. She was always at
ELY BROTHERS, M W.rren Street. S'®
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